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Dear reader,
What a year it has been! Yes, 2021 was not as “unique”
as 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and
changed dramatically our lives, but restrictions are still here
and the fight against the virus is ongoing, but 2021 had
something we missed a lot during 2020; action!
Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021” was the main
event for NRDC-GR (and not only for us!) and we believe it
was a huge success. You will not read anything more about
it from me, our Commander’s words and the article about
the STLE21 are enlightening enough.
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But we are not the only ones seeing action; our Affiliated
Formations had also a very productive and intensive year
as you can see in their articles. And speaking of Affiliated
Formations, we welcome in the “NRDC-GR family”, the
Spanish Brigade X “Guzman El Bueno”, replacing Brigade
XVI “CANARIAS” whose personnel we would like to thank
for the exceptional relationship we had all these years.
In this issue, we also host two articles by Professors
of the International Hellenic University (IHU), one of
Thessaloniki’s Universities and the latest that we signed
a Memorandum of Cooperation with. The aim of the MoC
is to establish mutually beneficial synergies between
NRDC-GR and the IHU as well as to create a link between
research and training with society. We already look forward
the next ones!
So, enjoy all the interesting articles we host in this issue
and allow us, the NRDC-GR HERALD team to acknowledge
the writers’ contribution. It is so valuable and strengthens
our goal to inform NRDC-GR Staff, NATO community and
the Public about our latest developments and more. Please,
bear in mind that the views expressed in the articles are
those of the contributing writers and do not represent the
official opinion of NRDC-GR or NATO.
Be safe, have a happy full of health and luck 2022 and
see you in the next one!
Very respectfully,
Public Affairs Office
NRDC-GR

ON THE COVER
Greek soldier with military K-9 of the NRDC-GR affiliated
71st Airmobile Brigade.
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Commander’s Corner
the participation in this effort, but also
with his or her performance on a daily
basis.

Dear Herald Readers,
On Thursday the 2nd of December
2021, a biennial effort of NRDCGR personnel was concluded with
the successful end of Exercise
«STEADFAST LEDA 2021». A very
important exercise, with the task of
having more than two warfighting
Corps to operate under another HQ
with the role of Multi Corps Land
Component Command.
A new and crucial role that
according to the Long Term
Commitment Plan of the Alliance
(LTCP), NRDC-GR assumed. I believe
that all of us, the NRDC-GR Personnel
that worked for fulfilling this task, feel
extremely proud about the result. We
began working with a blank slate and
on the same time adjusting existing
functions, creating new procedures,
searching for paradigms, thinking
about potential problems, looking for
solutions, hammering out a complete
organizational structure, capable of
commanding multiple Army Corps in
an Article 5 Major Joint Operation.
The highest
preparation and

point of
hard work

our
has

been the successful completion of
«STEDFAST LEDA 2021», during
which we tested, improved and
finalized the organizational structure
and the procedures we worked on for
the last two years.
The journey that started two years
ago was fascinating, yet on the 2nd
of December 2021 we didn’t reach
our destination, we just made a
stop; we will continue by enhancing
the dynamic we already have. The
knowledge and experience we gained
so far will be shared with the other
Headquarters of the Alliance, in
order to become the foundations on
which we will build, creating further
developments. Nevertheless, NRDCGR will vigorously continue its labor,
having its mission as a beacon and
using professionalism and hard work
of its personnel, innovation, patience
and insistence as tools.
Personally, I consider myself
honored and privileged to be the first
Commander of the HQ during such an
endeavor. Moreover, each and every
member of the Staff, honors his or her
uniform and Country, not only with

I take this opportunity to thank
and congratulate our sister HQs
participating in STLE21, Allied Rapid
Reaction Corps (ARRC), NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps- Spain (NRDCESP), Multinational Corps Northeast
(MNC-NE) and the US V Corps.
Their performance and cooperation
at all levels resulted in a successful
outcome. Also, Allied Land Command
(LANDCOM) for standing side by
side with us, with its Deployable Land
Element (DLE) and many more. Joint
Force Command Brunssum (JFC
BS) for the guidance and assistance.
Finally, Joint Force Training Centre
(JFTC) for the hospitality and
support to our personnel during
the preparation and the execution
and every other NATO HQ, Entity
or member that worked for making
«STEDFAST LEDA 2021» possible.
As NRDC-GR Commander I
congratulate my personnel for all the
efforts, the sweat, the passion, the
professionalism, the «meraki», the
«filotimo» and the Esprit de Corps,
each and every one displayed,
resulting in this outcome.
We are one team, we are Allies,
we are NATO and we are successful!
Finally, on the occasion of the New
Year, I wish everybody a Happy New
Year, health, strength, peace and
successes at all levels
Respectfully,
Anastasios SPANOS
Lieutenant General (GRC A)
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Training Activities
Exercise "STEADFAST LEDA 2021"

Entrance in Main CP During Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”

(CPX/CAX) that trained NRDC-GR
and LANDCOM Deployable Land
Elements (DLE) in the MC LCC role
as well as four Corps HQs (NRDCESP, ARRC, MNC NE and US V
Corps) at MJO+ scale against a peer
adversary.

Introduction
“STEADFAST
LEDA
2021”
(STLE 21) was a SHAPE sponsored
land domain Computer Assisted
Exercise/Command Post Exercise
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There were two levels of Training
Audience: NRDC-ESP was the
Primary one and MC LCC (NRDCGR and LANDCOM DLE) and ARRC
were the Secondary ones. STLE 21
also served as an evaluation venue
for NRDC-ESP (CREVAL) as a

Warfighting Corps Headquarters.
It was executed within existing
NATO and National Communications
and Information Systems (CIS)
infrastructure
and
also
used
deployable
communication
and
information systems (DCIS) HQ
assets, non CIS HQ assets and NATOowned deployable infrastructure
assets.
Exercise Aims
STLE 21 served as a venue to:

Training Activities

Situation Awareness Briefing (SAB) during Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”

•

Train NRDC-GR as MC LCC.

•
Train NRDC-ESP and ARRC
in conducting high intensity operations
against a peer adversary in the Land
domain in a Joint environment.
•
Enhance interoperability at
Corps and Divisions level based on
common use of agreed Allied land
doctrine, tactics and procedures.

•
Identify future Land Domain
(MJO+) Training Requirements.
Exercise Objectives
The Exercise Objectives were:
•
At Phase II, Crisis Response
Planning (CRP). Contribute to Multi
Corps Land Component Command
(MC LCC) CRP with Corps Planning

and Liaison Elements deployed at MC
LCC HQ. Main effort on Corps Planning
Process was the development of the
Corps – level Warning Orders and
OPORD corresponding to offensive
operations, with the support of
Division HQs and Corps Troops.
•

During Sub –Phase IIIB:

– C2 multiple Divisions from
deployed Corps Main HQ in order to
conduct offensive operations.
– Engage a peer adversary
in land operations supported by
joint actions with a coordinated and
synchronized use of large scale
Corps maneuvers, fire support and
information activities.
– Plan the replacement
and rotation of the assigned forces
according to the operations tempo of
the operation.
–

Multinational Personnel working in Tactical Operations Centre (TOC)

Plan, coordinate and
execute the timely support and
sustainment of Corps assigned
forces by ensuring all necessary and
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Training Activities

Presentation of G4 during DV Day of Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”

demanding activities of the Logistic
Plan.
– Protect own Forces and
freedom of action against peer
adversary. Inform and support the
Commanders’ Decision Making and
Corps Planning Processes, Tactical
activities and Common Operational
Picture.
Exercise planning for STLE21
began many months ago. There
were many meetings, VTCs and
the construction of documents, all
working to the beat of the Exercise
Directors drum in JFTC; showing
why JFTC Staff are the SMEs in
running complex exercises such as
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this! Planning and executing such
an exercise is a time consuming
complex thing as the diagram (Image
1) shows.

We followed a strict planning
timeline set by JFTC; the NATO entity
running the exercise. As already
mentioned and in common with

Image 1

Training Activities
UHF Tactical Satellite (TACSAT) Radio utilization
in Exercise STEADFAST LEDA 2021 (STLE21)

UHF TACSAT Radio is a
mini
portable
satellite
radiocommunication system, providing
users with secure voice and data
capability-services. UHF TACSAT
operates using a Single Carrier per
Channel (SCPC) and an Integrated
Waveform (IW). It is equipped
with an antenna operating in UHF
(225-511.99 MHz) and SATCOM
channels (Rx: 243-270 MHz and Tx:
292-318 MHZ). TACSAT is designed
to provide real-time information
to combatant commanders, as
it ensures reliable, flexible and
survivable communication.
During the planning phase of
Exercise
STLE21,
NRDC-GR/
G6 proposed the deployment of
a NATO satellite network with the
use of respective NATO Command
Structure (NCS) owned UHF
TACSAT Radios. The proposal was
also supported by the other two
Training Audiences (TAs), NRDCESP and ARRC, and was finally
accepted by LANDCOM G6 OCE,
who provided the funding for the
project realization along with NATO
CIS Group (NCISG). Therefore,
the so called ‘’MC LCC Command
NET’’ was established among the
TAs, NRDC-GR (MC LCC), NRDCESP and ARRC (Corps), by NATO
CIS Agency (NCIA), which also
provided each of the TAs with two
radio sets and the respective crypto
keys. TACSAT network/ radios were
successfully tested among the TAs
and NCIA during the exercise Setup

& Validation (S&V) Phase and they
were successfully used throughout
the exercise Execution Phase.
NRDC-GR/ G6 also took the
initiative to host the respective
TACSAT technician course, in
advance of the exercise, where two
technicians from each TA received
training in order to be capable to
operate and maintain the radios.
The instructor came from NATO
CIS Academy, Oeiras, Portugal. The
course was performed at NRDCGR/ SIG BDE premises, from 21st
to 24th Sep 21 and it was funded by
LANDCOM G6 OCE. It included both
theoretical and practical training.

technical stakeholders, throughout
the NATO community. The outcome
of the venture was to achieve the
deployment and use in the field of
a sustainable, back up means of
communication, in MC LCC and
Corps level.

UHF TACSAT Radio utilization in
STLE21 was a result of high level
of coordination and cooperation
among CIS planning, training and
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Allied Personnel from LANDCOM working
during EX.STLE21

exercises with multiple players we
had primary and secondary training
audiences (TA) but this was the first
time that a mass coordination of more
than one GRFL took place and the
work in making this happen was not
simple at all!
This is why working with other
HQs must be seen as so vitally
important from a training point of
view; quite simply, it introduces
unexpected conditions, stresses the
staffing of orders and highlights any
misunderstandings, all of which we
should expect in an Article 5 NATO
Operation. Whilst English is used as
the common language, each HQ’s
Staff works differently and sometimes

NRDC-GR Commander giving Guidelines to Staff in TOC

in different time lines and then you
have the added complexity of how
much the Secondary TA can affect
the Primary one. Having LO’s from
the subordinate/War Fighting Corps
was a huge success and also allowed
all of us to develop a common
understanding of what MC LCC is and
how it interacts with the other HQs.
Following the correct and commonly
accepted procedures was one of the

Presentation of AOCC during DV Day of Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”
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greatest learning points for all the
involved HQs and reiterated the need
to make contact with your ‘’opposite
numbers’’ (I.e. MC LCC G4 to WFC
G4) in the WF Corps and ensure they
understand what is required of them.
Another point highlighted is that if
you don’t “play with others”, you lack
realistic conditions. If you exercise
solely on your own, your response
cells pretty much respond as you
would want. But when real interactions
(or even frictions!) happen amongst
the training audiences, the best

NRDC-GR Personnel working
in TOC during EX.STLE21

Training Activities

NRDC-GR Personnel working
during EX.STLE21
Senior Mentor, Lt. General (Ret.) Sandy STORRIE giving directions
to NRDC-GR Operations Staff

opportunity arises in order to focus
on future developments.
Talking about the scenario, it is
interesting to see that the scenarios
are getting more realistic and as
such they are more than helpful in
providing the best possible training
conditions for the audiences, thus
resulting in better results.
A topic of particular interest on

the exercise was the large contingent
of LANDCOM Staff spread throughout
the HQ in their role as members of
the Deployable Land Element (DLE).
They brought with them the expertise
as SMEs that contributed greatly to
the HQ’s success on the exercise.
DLE also brought the view of a NCS
HQ to a NFS HQ. Additionally, as
LANDCOM representatives the DLE
staff had the opportunity to observe

how NRDC-GR operate as MC LCC
and to assess the challenges derived
from this role.
So in summary, we produced
documentation and procedures from
scratch, we planned and executed a
complex exercise for the untested MC
LCC concept and we have ensured
that at least for now, we are the
experts on all things MC LCC related
in NATO! We have seen also the HQ
lead on some experimentation to help
shape future NATO thinking and we
have shown that we can integrate
and operate in a wider NATO context
which demonstrates that we are
operationally relevant. So, from the
NRDC-GR perspective, STLE 21
was a resounding success and now
we have already started planning
the next one; Ex ‘’GORDIAN KNOT
2022’’.

G3 AIR Branch working during EX.STLE21
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Special Guests
Operational response to address the needs of
Unaccompanied Refugee and Migrant Children in Greece

Maria Drakaki
Department of Science and Technology,
School of Science and Technology,
University Center of
International Programmes of Studies,
International Hellenic University

In 2021, the 70th anniversary

of the 1951 Convention for the
declaration of the Status of Refugees
is celebrated. The latest trends
for global forced displacement
published by United Nations of
High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR)1 show how much this
action was needed for the future
of the humanity in the context of
the security and protection of a
vulnerable population that has more
than doubled in the last decade.
By the end of 2019, the increase in
global forced displacement is larger
than the global population growth
with 1 in 97 people (more than 1%)
of the global population being forcibly
displaced1. Accordingly, 79.5 million
people were forcibly displaced by the
end of 2019, compared to 41 million
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people by 2010. The majority of
them are internally displaced people
(IDPs), who stayed displaced inside
their country while others became
refugees, having crossed the borders
to seek international protection.
26 million people were refugees2
(including 5.6 million Palestine
refugees), 4.2 million asylum seekers3
and 45.7 million IDPs. Many crises
and disasters contributed to the sharp
increase in the number of forcibly
displaced people, including but not
limited to the ongoing war in Syria,
conflicts in Burkina Faso, Ukraine,
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
South Sudan, Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC) and Ethiopia.
Besides conflicts, natural disasters
and humanitarian crises including
poverty, famine and food insecurity
as well as climate change have in
parallel contributed to the massive
forced displacement.
While more than 16 million
asylum applications were registered
globally in the same decade (2010
to 2019), they were not equally
distributed across the globe, with
EU receiving 9.2 million applications.
The sharp increase in the number of
asylum applications in Europe mainly
occurred in two consecutive years,
2014 and 2015, due to the conflict in
Ukraine in 2014 and the massive sea
arrivals in the Mediterranean, mainly
in Greece in 2015. The situation in

Maria
Drakaki
is Associate
Professor in Humanitarian Engineering
in the Department of Science and
Technology at the University Center of
International Programmes of Studies
(UCIPS) of the International Hellenic
University (IHU). She received her
Ph.D. degree from the University of
Texas at Austin, Physics Department,
M.Sc. degree from the University of
Westminster in VLSI System Design
and B.Sc. degree from the Physics
Department of the Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki. She holds the Fulbright
scholarship. She is Deputy Dean of the
School of Science and Technology and
a member of the Quality Assurance
Committee. She is the Director of the
master degree programmes in Energy
and Finance and Environmental
Management and Sustainability of the
School of Science and Technology. She
is Delegate of IHU for the International
Academic
Partnership
Program
between Greek and US universities,
IAPP Greece 2020. She is involved
in research in humanitarian logistics,
refugee crisis management, intelligent
manufacturing systems and decision
support systems. She is involved in
European projects.

the Mediterranean is mainly a result
of the protracted war in Syria and
to a lesser extent, among others,
to the renewed conflicts in Iraq
and Afghanistan. In 2015 851,319
refugees and migrants4 arrived in
Greece through the Aegean Sea.
Even if the EU-Turkey agreement in
2016 limited the number of refugee
and migrant arrivals in Greece in
subsequent years, the complex
geopolitical situation mainly triggered
by the continuing root causes of

Special Guests
forced migration, resulted in Greece
being placed seventh among the
top ten countries globally in terms of
new registered asylum applications
in 2019 with 74,900 applications1.
More importantly, almost 45% of the
children that arrived in Europe in
2020 (around 4,602 children), arrived
in Greece5.
Children (i.e. the persons under
18 years old), were the largest
group (around 40%) among the
global forcibly displaced population,
in the end of 20191. During crises
and disasters children belong to the
vulnerable groups (in Greece Law
4636/2019, L 4686/2020). Their
needs should be assessed and taken
into account during humanitarian aid
planning and response. Refugee and
migrant children are exposed to many
risks including sexual gender based
violence (SGBV), malnutrition, child
labor, recruitment to armed groups,
exploitation, violence, environmental
disasters and famine. Even more
vulnerable are the children who
are unaccompanied or separated
from their families (UAC). UAC
usually come from countries in
armed conflicts, countries permitting
violation of human rights or countries
where the social systems collapsed
because of coexistence of conflicts
and poverty. In 2020, 62% of refugee
and migrant child arrivals in Europe
were UAC.
As of the end of September 2020,
approximately 44,500 refugee and
migrant children lived in Greece5,
including around 4,000 UAC. Best
interest assessment should be taken

into account in every action taken6
for all children including access to
procedures, age assessment (in
cases of dispute); registration and
documentation, security and care,
access to health, access to education,
family tracing and joined initiatives
of institutions and individuals for
further actions (permanent solution
identification).
The authority in charge of the
protection of UAC is the Special
Secretariat for the Protection of the
Minors, Ministry of Migration and
Asylum (SSPUAM). Previously, the
National Center for Social Solidarity
(EKKA) was assigned to this role.
Moreover, UNHCR has established
and coordinates the Child Protection
Sub-Working Group (CPsWG) with
partners being the relevant actors
involved in refugee child protection
including ministries, national and
international NGOs.

shows that 2,498 UAC live in long
term or temporary accommodation,
1,672 in shelters, 228 in Supported
Independent Living (SIL), 393 in safe
zones, 505 in emergency hotels,
91 in Reception and Identification
Centers (RICs), 37 in protective
custody and 161 in open temporary
accommodation facilities. Yet, almost
one out of four (890 UAC), live in
precarious/insecure conditions, in
other words live outside of the official
care and protection system. UAC
in precarious conditions include
homeless children, children living
in the streets, children living with
adults not legally assigned with their
custody, children living in squats, or
in accommodation sites unofficially
or moving between different types
of accommodation, UAC arriving
at border locations without being
registered and separated children
(children separated from their
families).

Latest data in 20217, show that
3,854 UAC live in Greece, with
around 92% boys and 8% girls.
The main countries of origin include
Afghanistan, Pakistan and Syria.
The location distribution of UAC

Latest data on UAC in Greece (June 2021)7
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The interventions of the CPsWG
coordinated by UNHCR in Greece
focused on UAC include7, among
others, relocation of 1,600 UAC
in EU countries, in application of
the procedures of best interest
in cooperation with SSPUAM;
strengthening of the national systems
of child protection; referral mechanism
for UAC under the relevant protection
frameworks; legal and technical
support to the relevant Ministries
(Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs,
Ministry of Justice, Ministry of
Migration and Asylum) with respect to
the semi-autonomous living for UAC
over 16 years old, age assessment
and family ties assessment and
assistance to children in detention;
coordination of the national CPsWG
for refugee children including UAC;
interventions in RICs; management
of UAC protection in Samos, Lesbos,
Chios; psychosocial support and
informal education in Samos, Lesbos,
Chios, Leros, Kos; interventions in
urban areas; street teams intervening
for UAC in precarious conditions;
psychosocial support and legal advice
for children in police departments;
alternative UAC care arrangements;
foster family programme for UAC;
escorts of UAC in precarious
conditions and detention centers in
care arrangements; and financial
assistance to UAC who live semiautonomously in apartments. Under
the foster family programme operated
by UNHCR and partners by February
2021, in total 107 beneficiaries7 found
a foster home in short-term placement
(48.7%), relatives (25.7%), long-term
placement (16.8%) and emergency
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(8.8%).
In the islands, there is protracted
stay of UAC in the RICs, although
a legal framework exists for their
transfer to mainland. The situation has
improved after September 2020 when
705 children remained in the RICs,
yet challenges remain. According
to UNHCR6, challenges concerning
UAC include overcrowding, limited
access to basic needs items, access
to health insurance and security,
access to education and inappropriate
environment for the age of children.
Serious psychosocial problems of
UAC include depression, self-injuries
and suicide attempts.
Upon their arrival or when they
are traced in Greece, UAC may stay
in care centers6. Besides a place to
stay, UAC find in hospitality centers
food,
specialized
psychosocial
support,
legal
assistance
for
the asylum application, access
to health, access to education

including Greek language lessons
and skills laboratories. Yet UAC
may leave the hospitality centers for
various reasons6 including, among
others, a chance to move to other
EU countries; mobilization from
smugglers or their own nationals or
relatives; disappointment from the
provided services; extremely slow
asylum procedures and reality as to
what integration in Greece means.
In order to cope with the
situation of UAC living in precarious
conditions, in January 2021, a
dedicated national Mechanism was
launched by SSPUAM in order to
replace the Protective Custody
of UAC, abolished by law (Law
4760/2020). The National Tracing and
Protection Mechanism for UAC living
in precarious conditions including
homeless UAC, is coordinated
by SSPUAM in cooperation with
UNHCR and partners (Network
for Children’s Rights, International

An Afghan unaccompanied child in Lesvos,waiting for his relocation in September 20197

Special Guests
Organisation of Migration (IOM),
Arsis Thessaloniki and METAdrasi).
The main objective of the Mechanism
is the immediate transfer of homeless
UAC to emergency accommodation7.
Other authorities involved in the
Mechanism are the Prosecutor’s
Office, the Police, the Asylum Service
and
authorized
representatives/
guardians. Among other activities of
the Mechanism, focus is also given
to capacity building of the authorities
involved in operations related to UAC
suitable for their age, child friendly
administrative procedures and best
interest actions.
Regarding education, every child,
including UAC, who is asylum seeker
is obliged to attend the primary and
secondary obligatory education of
the public education system with
the same rules that are valid for the
Greek citizens (Law 4636/2019).
Moreover, on an average, upon their
arrival in Greece, children who seek
asylum including UAC are already
three years behind in their education.
During the COVID-19 caused
lockdowns in 2020 and 2021, schools
closed and the Ministry of Education
and Religious Affairs began distance
learning programmes. Yet, refugee
children faced difficulties accessing
the digital platforms of the Ministry
of Education and Religious Affairs,
mainly due to bad internet connection
and limited electronic devices.
Challenges upon tracing of UAC
include among others assessment
of childhood, family ties assessment,
children who do not report their
true age, minors who report

A young refugee sitting in front of a makeshift shelter in Lesvos, September 2020

accompanied and minors who do not
register. Furthermore, UAC traced
in other regions besides Attica and
Thessaloniki live under extremely
difficult conditions6. They may be
homeless or work under exploitation
and in an unofficial framework. They
usually are traced randomly by active
NGOs, during police operations, or by
social services of municipalities.
Dr.
Theodora
D.
Tsovili,
Senior Protection Associate/Child,
Protection Unit, UNHCR Greece,
responded in a question whether
the needs for UAC response actions
increased, decreased or remained
the same with respect to 2016. Dr.
Tsovili argued that approximately the
same number of UAC live in Greece
since 2016, with an exception in 2019
when the number of UAC was larger.
Additionally, there are increasing
arrivals of children including UAC
through the land border at Evros.
Moreover, it has been observed that

some children cross the borders
without being traced and registered,
i.e. unofficially.
Dr. Tsovili mentioned that
challenges faced by UNHCR Greece
when addressing the needs of UAC
include asylum procedures (mainly
many
delays);
accommodation
(however placement rates have
increased in care shelters and
several children stay in apartments
of semi-autonomous living); tracing
of UAC living in precarious conditions
(National Tracing and Protection
Mechanism for UAC living in
precarious conditions is currently
in place); transfers of UAC from
the islands to mainland; relocation
programme to be completed; and
foster family programme for UAC
(there is a law but it has not been
applied yet).
Mrs. Irida Pandiri, Social Worker,
General Coordinator of UAM Shelters,
Arsis, argued that an enhancement
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children 16-18 years old that used to
live in hospitality centers earlier.
Dr. Tsovili argued that UAC want
to stay in Greece if they feel safe and
secure and they have perspectives.
Yet, administrative delays in family
reunification procedures (European
Dublin regulation), of one year to one
and a half years, lead many children
to decide to leave on their own.
Moreover, Mrs. Pandiri mentioned
that UAC would stay in Greece if
they felt safe and integrated into the
society with sustainable and longterm living conditions.
Afghan unaccompanied children in Lesvos,waiting for their relocation, September 2019

of the policies related to the UAC
protection system, reception and
asylum should take place. Mrs.
Pandiri claimed that main challenges
that UAC face in Greece relate to
integration including education and
their further employment. There
is a need for vocational training
programs for UAC 16-17 years old.
She mentioned that since 2006, the
number of UAC arriving in Greece is
approximately stable, yet the situation
became known after the conflict
in Syria started and the arrivals in
Greece of UAC from Syria.
1

Arsis
operations
for
UAC
include welcoming, accommodation,
integration, education, legal support,
reception, care, hospitality, food,
psychosocial and legal support team
at the RIC in Evros (Orestiada),
active participation in the National
Tracing and Identification Mechanism
for UAC (Thessaloniki) and street
team. Arsis accommodation facilities
for UAC include six shelters for
minors and children 12-18 years old;
two shelters for children 0-12 years
old; five safe zones (open hospitality
centers for refugees aged 14-17
years old) and apartments for refugee

UAC are a large vulnerable group
of the refugee and migrant children,
who are not accompanied by their
families and moreover may have
experienced extreme and violent
conditions before their arrival in
Greece. They are even subject to
many risks during their stay in Greece.
The care and protection of those
children needs to be enhanced by
long-term policies in main operations
including asylum, family reunification,
relocation, education and other
integration actions in order for those
children to live in a sustainable, safe
and secure environment.

Global Trends, Forced Displacement in 2019, UNHCR, Copenhagen, Denmark, 2018.

A refugee is a person who owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership
of a particular social group, or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable to or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country (Article 1 A 1951 Refugee Convention).

2

3

An asylum seeker is a person who has applied for asylum and is waiting for a decision as to whether or not they are a refugee.

According to UNHCR, migrant is the person who decides in his/her own will to move often seeking better economic or social conditions.

4

5

Refugee and migrant children in Greece available at: https://www.unicef.org/greece/en/refugee-and-migrant-children

6

UNHCR Greece, available at: https://www.unhcr.org/greece.html.

7

UNHCR data portal available at: https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean/location/5179.
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Tactical Imagery Intelligence Operations
by Cloud Robotics and Artificial Intelligence
information is an important element
of national power and a fundamental
element in national security, defense,
and foreign policy decisions. This
article introduces the process of
tactical IMINT operations and in
particular, a thorough analysis is
performed of how IMINT technologies
are enhanced using cloud robotics
and artificial intelligence.
Konstantinos Demertzis
• Forestry and Management of the
Environment and Natural Resources,
Democritus University of Thrace
• Laboratory of Complex Systems,
Department of Physics, Faculty of
Sciences, Kavala Campus, International
Hellenic University

Abstract
Intelligence
service,
in
government and military operations,
evaluates
information
on
the
strength, activities, and possible
course of action of foreign countries
or non-state actors. The term OpenSource Intelligence (OSINT) is used
to collect, analyze and distribute
the information collected through
the analysis of data from publicly
accessible sources of information
(e.g., media, internet, free databases,
social networks, etc.). The field of
Imagery Intelligence (IMINT) is one
of the most important categories of
information analysis which includes
all the information collected through
photographs, aerial photos, or
satellite images. The process and
outcome of the synthesis of this

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning, Cloud Robotics,
Recommendation
System,
Imagery Intelligence, Open-Source
Intelligence, Geospatial Intelligence
Introduction
Recent developments in optical
sensor technology [1], [2] and
Geoinformatics [3]–[5] now provide
multispectral, hyperspectral, and
panchromatic images in very high
spatial resolution [6]. One of the
key applications that will enable the
development of new decision support
systems and provide unprecedented
opportunities for regular information
gathering and processing operations
of IMINT services, is accurate
and effective hyperspectral image
analysis and classification [7], [8]
These
services
can
be
additionally utilized using modern
field recording tools, such as the
image of advanced observatories,
fighters or vehicles, and unmanned
aerial vehicles (Drones, UAVs, etc.)

Lykourgos Magafas
Laboratory of Complex Systems,
Department of Physics, Faculty of
Sciences, Kavala Campus, International
Hellenic University

[9], [10]. Unmanned aerial vehicles,
in particular, can take advantage of
the powerful computing, storage,
and communication resources of the
modern data center in the cloud and
make extensive use of advanced
artificial intelligence methods to
turn data into real-time competitive
decision-support information, creating
a highly competitive advantage in the
way the situation is aware and in the
final decision-making process [11],
[12].
However, the use of IMINT
services is a passive process, as
these systems are unable to utilize
the data they collect in real-time, as
they cannot independently perform
complex calculations and advanced
processes, in order to provide the
tactical center with ready-made,
immediately usable information [5],
[13].
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Figure 1. Advanced Imagery Analysis Supports GEOINT Success: An image stack of
multiple images notes areas of change and items of interest

As a potential solution to the
above issue, it is proposed to
strengthen the provision of regular
image services such as unmanned
aerial vehicles, with advanced
artificial intelligence techniques such
as machine vision and machine
hearing, for real-time analysis and
intelligent pattern recognition of the
data that these vehicles collect. These
services will be undertaken by Cloud
Robotics services [14], [15], which
allow sensors-equipped machines to
incorporate a smart “brain” to perform
intelligent tasks in real-time, through
the convergence of infrastructure and
common services provided by cloud
technologies (eg cloud computing,
cloud storage, machine learning, etc.)
[16]–[18].
Proposed System
The creation of the proposed
Cloud Robotics system requires the
adoption of a model of continuous,
easy, and high requirements for
access to an infrastructure of
regulated computing, storage, and
communication cloud resources,
which
provide
programming
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interfaces for the development of
artificial intelligence methods (eg for
the development of appropriate for
authentication procedures) and which
can be used remotely, such as those
of Google, IBM, Amazon, Microsoft,
etc [14]–[17].
In this way, the transfer of
the tactical image of a field to the
operations center will be accompanied
by real-time identification of target
objects (eg visual recognition of
small boats by means of machine
vision techniques), perception of
the situation (eg recognition of
shooting sounds by machine hearing
techniques) and marking their spatial
location (eg transfer of coordinates of
target objects), to facilitate decisionmaking processes (eg activation of
emergency departments) [19]–[21].
Correspondingly, the tactical centers
that take on the tactical image can
interact by remotely transferring
tasks-commands to the vehicles in
question, in order to make the most of
their use, turning passive means into
active mechanisms of high computing
capabilities (robots).

Konstantinos Demertzis is an
Officer at the Hellenic Army. He has
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Research in Cyber Security of Critical
Infrastructures at the Democritus
University of Thrace, School of Civil
Engineering. In this research, he
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the Democritus University of Thrace
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Artificial Intelligence cybersecurity
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by NASA spaceflights. He holds
Ph.D. in Computational Intelligence,
Democritus University of Thrace,
MSc in Communication & Computer
Networking Technologies, University of
the Aegean, and MSc in Cyber Security
and Big Data School of Science,
University of Thessaly. He has 4 years
of teaching experience at the level of
Assistant Professor in undergraduate
and postgraduate programs of various
departments of DUTH, IHU, and HOU.
He has received scholarships from
the DUTH, the University of Thessaly,
Google, and the Harvard Health
Institute. Also, his Ph.D dissertation
was awarded in an international
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Utilizing this architecture, data
is converted into decision-support
information, which is available
whenever required without the need
for physical access, efficiency and
high efficiency are achieved by
providing resources as a service to
users over the Internet, while costs
are scaled accordingly. the current
needs, without the need to invest in
similar IT equipment.
Methodology
Neural
architectures
[22]
have brought about a significant
development in the use of IMINT
services. Deep learning is a branch of
computational intelligence that uses
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a set of algorithms that model highlevel abstraction data using a multilevel processing architecture based
on sequential linear and non-linear
transformations. They are learning
techniques that take advantage
of data representation in order to
interpret and extract the best result.
In the case of IMINT services, various
spatial information can be extracted

and used, such as edges, shapes,
related color areas, etc [12], [23].
In general, these architectures
use
distributed
representation,
the basic premise of which is that
the observed data arise from the
interactions of factors organized in
levels. In this case, deep learning
adds to the assumption that these
levels of factors correspond to levels
of subtraction or synthesis, which,
depending on their quantity and size,
provide different scales of subtraction
or synthesis. Also, these architectures
take advantage of the idea of the
hierarchical deconstruction of the
factors, from a high to a low level,
with the most abstract concepts being
derived from the lower levels. Thus,
as they are organized at multiple
levels, they are divided hierarchically
into subtraction levels, creating the
conditions for selecting the most
appropriate characteristics for the
training process [24], [25].
Utilizing the above processes,
deep learning architectures, and in

particular, deep neural networks, have
achieved impressive performance in
many remote sensing applications,
such as accurate image classification,
object recognition, and semantic
segmentation. Deep learning neural
networks inspire and simulate the
functions of human visual perception,
where multiple levels of function and
intermediate representations are
created, from the capture of the image
in the retina to the human response
to stimulus through the muscles of
the hands. This function is based on
converting from each intermediate
unit, the input representation, to a
higher-level representation. Highlevel features are more general and
unchanged, while low-level features
help categorize inputs and pattern
recognition in general [26], [27].
In deep learning neural networks,
each hidden level trains a distinct
set of features, which come from
the output of the previous level. The
further operation of this network
allows the analysis of even the

Figure 2. Deep Neural Network architecture
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most complex features, as they are
reconstructed and deconstructed from
level to level. This feature is known as
a hierarchy, as the deconstruction of
information hierarchically increases
the complexity of the system while
allowing for the manipulation of highdimensional data, which pass through
non-linear functions [12], [22], [24].
These networks are suitable for
the detection of unstructured data,
for the detection of a latent structure
within unlabeled data, but also for the
handling of more general problematic
structures, distinguishing even the
slightest similarities or anomalies
that they entail. The above fact
supports and strengthens the view
for the widespread use of deep
learning architectures in cases of
hyperspectral image analysis and
classification.
The
proposed
system,
in
addition to the neural networks used
for IMNIT processes, also uses a
recommendation system that aims
to predict the appropriate information
and create proposals that will help
decision-making.
The
individual
systems proposed are presented in
detail below.
3.1 Convolution Neural Network
In recent years, with the use
of Deep Learning techniques and
especially the Convolution Neural
Network (CNN), great progress has
been made in solving problems
related to computer vision and
especially the recognition of visual
patterns, while these networks have
been developed and implemented
in many practical applications such
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as image recognition, Google photo
tagging, and multimodal learning
methods. CNN’s design was inspired
by the way the cat’s visual cortex
works, which has a complex layout
and interconnection of optical cells
that are sensitive to specific subareas of the visible field, which act
as local ‘filters’ in those sub-areas.
In this way, the cat’s visual system
takes advantage of the large spatial
correlation of the various sub-areas,
resulting in a better perception of
space [28]–[30].
The purpose of CNNs is to
model a high degree of abstraction
in the imported samples, using
architectures based on multiple levels
of nonlinear transformations. Their
logic is based on the replacement
of pre-designed feature extraction
mechanisms (filters) with effective
algorithms for learning these features.
The architecture of these networks
presupposes the following features
[24], [29], [30]:
– Local Receptive Fields (LRF).
The entry point into the network
for each neuron is limited to a local
receptive field, in order to model local
characteristics that theoretically have
similar behavior.
–

Weight

Sharing

(WS).

Figure 3. Convolution Neural Network

Neuron weights must be spatially
replicated within a given layer. In this
way, the same local feature can be
detected at different locations of the
input, giving the network the built-in
stability (non-sensitivity) ability to shift
the input.
– Spatial
Subsampling
(SpaSu). Having exported the local
characteristics, the signal resolution
can be reduced by taking the local
average and sampling it. In this way,
only one approximate location of the
features is maintained and relative
to those of the other features. In
essence, this function reduces the
size of the signal, and therefore the
complexity of the classification, while
maintaining useful and informative
characteristics.
— Feature Combination (FC).
Higher-order features are exported
to the middle layers of the network,
which is achieved by combining the
final result of the various features
extracted from the first layers.
In essence, CNN networks are
variants of the Feed Forward Neural
Network (FFNN) as the latest neuronal
levels of a CNN are usually an FFNN
network. The differentiation lies in the
levels of neurons that precede the
FFNN which are understood as filters,

Special Guests
in specific subsets of study data. The
levels of neurons commonly used
and identified by CNN networks are
divided into the following two main
categories [25], [28], [29], [31]:
Convolutional
Layers
(CL).
Convergent levels consist of a network
of neurons. Each convergent level is
input from a grid of the previous level
whose weights remain the same
for all subsequent neurons in the
network. In this way, it is understood
that each level works convergently
compared to the previous level, with
the size of the grid being applied to
be possibly different in each of them.
In the case of two-dimensional data,
the grids must be square, for threedimensional data cubic and so on.
Kernel convolution is a key element
process where we take a small matrix
of numbers (called kernel or filter),
pass it over our image, and transform
it based on the values from a filter.
Subsequent feature map values are
calculated according to the following
formula, where the input image is
denoted by f and our kernel by h. The
indexes of rows and columns of the
result matrix are marked with m and n
respectively [28], [30], [31]:

Max-Pooling
Layers
(MaxPL).
Maximum concentration levels are
usually set after convergent levels.
In general, the concentration levels
accept as input a grid from the
previous convergent level and have
as output one unique value which can

Figure 4. Max-Pooling

be the maximum value of the grid, the
mean value, a linear regression, and
so on.

are used as input data in classical
machine learning systems.

– Max-Pooling
Layers
(MaxPL). Maximum concentration
levels are usually set after convergent
levels. In general, the concentration
levels accept as input a grid from the
previous convergent level and have
as output one unique value which can
be the maximum value of the grid, the
mean value, a linear regression, and
so on.

3.2 Recommendation Mechanism

– Feed
Forward
Layer
(FFL). After any architecture and
sequence of convergent or maximal
concentration levels, all of the latterlevel neurons enter an FFNN array or
any other anterior feed arrangement.
Categorization with this method
is an extremely complex process as,
assuming a 200x200 pixel image, and
a network fully connected to 400,000
hidden neurons, 16,000,000,000
parameters are generated. If the
network is locally connected to
400,000 hidden 10x10 field neurons,
40 million parameters are generated.
For this reason, CNN’s method
is applied to the most innovative
systems as the Features Extraction
method, and the exported data

The
Recommendation
Mechanism (RMm) [32]–[34], is a
machine learning method to create
intelligent rules for intervention
decisions and offer personalized
real-time information for the tactical
operations needs with Collaborating
Filter (CF) technique [35]. CF is a
machine learning method of making
filtering about the conception by
accumulating preferences or unique
information from several users
(collaborating). In the more general
sense, CF is the method of filtering
for data or outlines using procedures
affecting
collaboration
between
various agents, opinions, information
resources, etc. Usually, a workflow of
a CF can be defined as below [35]–
[37]:
1. A
user
extracts
the
predilections by ranking objects of
the structure. These grades can
be considered as an estimated
description of the user’s importance
in the related area.
2. The scheme match up this
user’s rankings compared to other
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users’ and discovers the individuals
with most “related” preferences.
3. With similar individuals, the
method indorses substances that the
comparable operators have ranked
highly but not yet being ranked by this
individual.
Traditional CF methods face two
major challenges: data sparsity and
scalability. In the RMm, we proposed a
hybrid technique from neighborhoodbased CF and content-based filtering
that addressing these challenges and
improve quality of recommendations.
Specifically, in order to estimate
the unknown rating rui, we resort
to a set of users N(u;i) that tend to
rate similarly to u (“neighbors”), and
that actually rated item i (i.e., rvi is
known for each v ∈ N(u;i)). Then, the
estimated value of rui is taken as a
weighted average of the neighbors’
ratings [34], [38]:

The aim of this hybrid method
trying to attain more tailored intellectual
directions for intervention decisions
and personalized recommendation in
real-time information for the tactical
operation’s needs. This hybrid
technique is more adaptable, in the
sense that they can be applied to
heterogeneous ontologies and with
some care could also provide crossdomain recommendations. Also, it
works greatest when the operator
space is enormous, it is easy to
implement, and it scales well with
no-correlated substances and does
not need multifarious modification of
parameters [38], [39].
Discussions and Conclusions
The automatic assignment of a
specific semantic label according
to its content in each image object,
is one of the most difficult problems
in the process of tactical ΙΜΝΙΤ
operations, due to its vital applications
in the design and management of
soil resources, monitoring complex
processes, disaster logging, traffic

control, urban mapping, etc. Realtime image evaluation based on
its semantic label and individual
recommendations that can guide
optimal decision making is directly
related to high operational readiness
on a regular basis, operational and
strategic level, as it helps to improve
situation awareness, risk analysis,
timely response to a given event, and
support planning for related control
operations.
In conclusion, it should be
emphasized
that
the
infusion
of artificial intelligence in IMNIT
processes and in general optimal
decision making in the tactical
environment,
is
an
important
development and an important
element of national security, defense,
and foreign policy.
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X BRIGADE “GUZMAN EL BUENO”
(BRIGADA ‘GUZMÁN EL BUENO’ X)

Spanish
Presentation

X

Brigade

Flag

On the 15th of December 2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece (NRDC-GR) held an official
ceremony at its premises, on the
occasion of the change of the Spanish
Affiliated Formation. Since the 1st
of January 2021, the X Brigade
‘’GUZMAN EL BUENO’’, replaced the
XVI Brigade ‘’CANARIAS’’, but due to
the COVID-19 related restrictions and
training obligations the ceremony was
not possible to take place earlier.
The Commander of the X Brigade
‘’GUZMAN EL BUENO’’, Brigadier
General Ignacio OLAZABAL, had
an office call by the NRDC-GR
Commander, Lieutenant General
Anastasios SPANOS at the Hellenic C’
Army Corps historical building, where
the Commander had the opportunity
to welcome X Brigade as NRDC-GR
Affiliated Formation and express his
strong belief for a close and beneficial
for both sides relation. Afterwards,
the presentation of the X Brigade
‘’GUZMAN EL BUENO’’ Flag to the
NRDC-GR Commander took place at
the premises of NRDC-GR.
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Background.
The X “Guzmán el Bueno” Brigade
is a Spanish Army Formation created
in 1984, framed in the “Castillejos”
Division. Its subordinate Units are
located in its main base in Córdoba
and its secondary base in Vizcaya.
Despite its few years of history as
a Brigade, it combines modernity and
tradition, since its three Regiments
are between 450 and 150 years old
and have participated in the main
historical events of the Spanish Army;
having for example the participation in
the Battle of Lepanto, back in1571!
The X Brigade is currently one
of the most advanced and powerful
Formations of the Spanish Army,
equipped with tanks, armored
vehicles, self-propelled and towed

howitzers, anti-tank and anti-aircraft
missiles of the latest technology.
Alongside with these sophisticated
weapon systems, it has the necessary
Information and Telecommunications
Systems (CIS) that ensures the
Command and Control in operations
with maximum versatility.
The motto of the Brigade, “Be
Strong in War”, symbolizes the will
that drives its members in their actions
in combat and confers its own and
sacrificial character on its combatants
with a strong will to win.
Task Organization, Materiel and
Personnel.
The X Brigade is configured as
a comprehensive combat system.
It comprises a Headquarters as its
command body; three Regiments

and an Artillery Group as its combat
elements, a Combat Engineers
Battalion and a Headquarters
Battalion as combat support elements;
and a Logistical Group as an element
of logistical support.
As for its means, they are mainly
armored and mechanized, among
which the combat units stand out the
MBT “Leopardo” 2E, the IFV “Pizarro”,
the APC M113 “TOA”, the Cavalry
Reconnaissance vehicle “VEC”, as
well as M-109 self-propelled howitzer
and various armored sapper vehicles.
This armored and mechanized
combat power is complemented by
high mobility and protection tactical
vehicles.
The task organization of the
“Guzmán el Bueno” X Brigade, with its
main combat systems, is as follows:
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complemented with the protection of
the force and the logistical support.
Likewise, in the preparation of the
Brigade, emphasis is placed on the
ability to uniquely integrate all combat,
combat support and combat logistical
support elements into operations,
planning and conducting operations
applying
all
NATO
operating
principles.

Despite the importance of the
Brigade’s means, its main value is the
human factor made up of its more than
3,500 military personnel. The training
and preparation is carried out with
the premises of instilling in them the
historical moral values of the Spanish
Army, as well as providing them with
high motivation and high cohesion,
together with the development of a
culture of tactical leadership from the
lower echelons.
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Capabilities and Training.
The X Brigade, as a comprehensive
combat organization, has a set of
operational capabilities that allows it
to develop all combined functions at
the tactical level. Under the direction
of the command and control function
supported by intelligence, the Brigade
is trained in the maneuver, the fires
and the information that constitute
the main effort in the preparation,

The Brigade is permanently
preparing to carry out military
operations within the operational
framework of the Spanish Armed
Forces, whether in national or
multinational operations. Due to its
versatility and interoperability, the
X Brigade can be used in all types
of military operations throughout
the entire spectrum of the conflict,
although its main effort in preparation
is to be used in generalized combat
(warfighting) because it is the scene
most demanding you may have to
deal with.

Affiliated Units

Training Cycle.
The Availability Plan is based on
a three-year cycle that is developed
in three phases of one year duration
each:
General
Training
(GT),
Immediate Response (RI) and High
Availability (AD). In this way the
national cycles are found in harmony
with those of NATO and in turn with
the Defense Planning cycle.
Under the concept of “Mission
Oriented
Organization”,
the
Availability Plan establishes the
difference between Presence Forces,
Immediate Response Forces / Initial
1

Set of units assigned to the operational structure that constitute immediate elements of reaction, planned or unexpected.
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related to the permanent activities of
the Armed Forces, which guarantee
the security of land areas of national
sovereignty.
The First Response Group, the
purpose of which will be to materialize
the first response to a national or
multinational crisis, relies on the
Immediate Response / Initial Entry
Forces and Projection Forces.

Entry and Projection Forces, which
respond to the demands of the CHOD
for the formation of the Nucleus of
the Joint Force (NFC)1 adapted to the
capabilities needed for each operation.
Thus, the Brigade will be assigned to
an NFC for the development of the
tasks corresponding to the phase of
the triennial cycle in which it is.

tasks and according to the level of
operational availability attributed to it,
being able to act both in the field of
its own military defense, national or
shared, as in other areas of national
security.

To this end, the Brigade contributes
to the operational chain through its set
of forces and capabilities with different

Group
of
Permanent
Operations, which includes the
capacities of the Presence Forces

For this, the Availability Plan
organizes three groups:

Group of other Capacities,
includes the capacities that are in the
High Availability phase or those that
participate in operations abroad.
The X Brigade in the framework of
NATO.
Throughout its history, the
“Guzmán el Bueno” X Brigade has
established itself as a unit of reference
in the Spanish Army and has made
numerous contributions in the
international arena. There are multiple
missions in which it has contributed
under a NATO mandate, in addition
to numerous contributions to the
structures and forces constituted to
respond to the need to deploy quickly,
thus responding to the requirements
of collective defense, management
crisis and cooperative security.
The operations in which the X
Brigade has participated as a NATO
force are the following:
SFOR - B&H
• Apr – Aug 98
• Apr – Aug 00

1

Set of units assigned to the operational structure that constitute immediate elements of reaction, planned or unexpected.
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• Nov 01 – May 02
KFOR - KOSOVO
• Mar – Sep 03
• Sep 05 – Feb 06
• Jun – Dec 07
eFP - LATVIA
• Jan – Jun 18
• Jan – Jul 20
NMI IRAQ
• Jan May 19
As for the contribution to Spain’s
commitments
in
Security
and
Defense within NATO, the Brigade
has alternated its participation in
missions abroad, as a consequence
of the availability cycle, with the
enlistment
and
preparation
of
Tactical Groups, such as Forces of
Immediate Response / Initial Entry,
which have passed the corresponding
certifications, complying with the
required standards and adopting the
required procedures. In the graph we
see the different contributions of X
Brigade to the operational structures
during its Stand By phase:
The X Brigade out of the NATO
framework.
As a result of Spain’s commitments
with other International Security and
Defense Organizations, the X Brigade
has participated both in missions
abroad and in numerous exercises
integrated in the headquarters and
with forces.
The main participations in non-
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continues its preparation permanently.
The motivation, the professionalism
and the desire to improve of Units’
personnel, combined with the long
experience that the Brigade has,
guaranty that each mission and task is
fulfilled and faced with the maximum
intensity.

NATO overseas operations are set
out below in the frameworks of the
United Nations and ad-hoc coalitions.
UNPROFOR - B&H
• Apr – Oct 94
UNIFIL - LIBANO

• Aug –Dec 09
• Dec 10 – May 11
• Nov 12 – May 13
• Nov 14 – May 15
• Nov 16 – May 17

In the short term and in addition
to its affiliation to the NRDC-GR,
Brigade X is planned to participate
in the United Nations Mission in
Lebanon and the NATO Operation
in Latvia, as well as contribute with
personnel to the FHQ of EUBG 20222 and integrate into the VJTF 2024
with an Armored Tactical Group.
The X Brigade “Guzman El
Bueno”, is “Strong in War” and
always available to H.M. The King, for
Spain and for NATO!

INHERENT RESOLVE - IRAK
• Jan – May 19
Additionally, Brigade X is always
available to participate in national
territory, either in the framework
of contribution to civil protection
or public security, as well as the
contribution to contain and monitor in
Spain the effects of the pandemic of
the COVID-19 or actions to mitigate
the effects of floods, fires or snowfall
in the civil environment.
“The Past Contemplates Us, the
Future Awaits Us”
Based on the values of the past,
the capabilities of the present and
looking to the future, the X Brigade
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Sergio VALBUENA GOMEZ
OF-4 (ESP A)
Chief of Staff
X BRIGADE
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2021 INTERNATIONAL TANK CHALLENGE
• 6 Evaluated Areas
• 5 Evaluation Days
• 3 Types of Tanks
• 5 Tank Platoons
• 20 Tank Crews
• 120 Crewmembers/
Competitors
Fired

The «2021 INTERNATIONAL
TANK CHALLENGE» (2021 ITC) was
a 5 days competition, held between
01 and 05 of November 2021 at
“PETROCHORI” firing range in
XANTHI, Greece.
In this year’s Challenge we had
the pleasure to have as a competitor
(for 2nd year in a row) a tank platoon
from the United States.

Corps and organized/executed by the
XX Armored Division ”MAKEDONIA”.
The 2021 ITC can be described in
headlines as:
• 1 Competition
• 10 Challenges

• 95 Rounds of 120mm Ammo

The participating Platoons were
from the Hellenic:
• 311 Armor Battalion of the
3rd Mechanized Brigade,
• 212 Armor Battalion of the
ΧXΙ Armor Brigade,
• 24 Armor Battalion of the
XXIII Armor Brigade,

Also, observers coming from
Bulgaria, Cyprus, France, Germany,
Jordan, and United Arab Emirates
honored our Tank challenge with their
presence which hopefully will set
the basis for their Countries’/Armies’
participation in future competitions,
under the framework of cooperation
and mutual training.
The 2021 ITC was an initiative
of the Hellenic Army General Staff
(HAGS) Armor Directorate, planed by
the 1st Army, coordinated by D’ Army
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• 22 Armor Battalion of the
XXV Armor Brigade,
and a USAREUR-AF Tank Platoon,
participating for 2nd year in a row
coming from C’ Company of 1/16th
Infantry Regiment.
During the competition week there
were conducted 10 operational tests
that took place day by day as follows:
On Monday the 1st of November,
the «Call for Indirect Fires», the
«Range Determination» and the
«Precise Driving» tests were
executed.
During the «Call for Indirect
Fires» challenge, the tank Platoon
Leader was required to make a timely
and accurately call for indirect fires
support and direct them. After the
call for indirect fires request there
was simulated a contact with enemy
antitank weapon and the Platoon
Leader had to issue a FRAGO in
order to treat the threat. For safety
reasons the whole procedures took
place without live fires.
As for the «Range Determination»
test, Crews had to estimate the

distance between their tank and
several different targets without using
the tank’s laser range finder.
The last challenge of the day
was the «Precise Driving» test. The
MBTs had to be driven around a premarked course and navigated around
obstacles including high speed stops
and maneuvers.
On Tuesday the 2nd of November,
the «Tank Recovery Under CBRN
Conditions» and the «Offensive
Operations» tests took place.
During the «Tank Recovery under

CBRN Conditions» challenge, Crews
had to set a damaged tank for towing
under CBRN conditions and tow it for
20 meters wearing personal protective
equipment.
As for the «Offensive Operations»
test which was the second challenge
of the day, a Platoon size attack with
live tank fires was evaluated. The
Tank Platoon executed a forward
passage of lines and attacked in zone,
under the Command and Control of
a ‘’fictional’’ Company Commander,
making use of direct fires to suppress
and destroy enemy forces (at the
distance of approximately 2.000 m.)
and seize a hill, set as an objective.
On Wednesday the 3rd of
November, Crews were competed
on the «Defensive Operations» and
the «Medical Evacuation & Battle
Damage Repair» tests.
For the «Defensive Operations»
challenge evaluation, the Tank
Platoon had to prepare and execute
defensive operations, under the
Command and Control of a “fictional”
Company
Commander,
against
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enemy maneuver forces in order
to retain key terrain, block enemy’s
direction of attack and destroy the
enemy forces.
The «Medical Evacuation & Battle
Damage Repair» was the second
challenge of the third day. Crews
had to provide first aid to a wounded
soldier and repair a damage to the
running gear caused by an IED,
which meant they have to split the
tank’s track, change a track shoe and
assemble again the track.
On Thursday the 4th of November,
the «Vehicle Identification» and
the «Pistol Shooting» tests were
conducted.
For the «Vehicle Identification»
test, the Platoons were asked to
conduct a tactical movement on a
specific route and identify 20 vehicles
from a random assortment of pictures
of NATO and non-NATO nations
positioned along the route.
As for the «Pistol Shooting»

test, each crewmember had to shoot
from different positions like prone,
kneeling and standing and then the
tank commander and loader had 7
additional shoots from their hatches.
Finally, on Friday the 5th of
November, the last of the tests took
place; the «Tankers Olympics»!!!
During the «Tankers Olympics»,

each tank crew member had to
complete one segment of 100 m. as
part of a four-part relay race carrying
differed tank related objects like
ammo, tank road wheel, track shoe
and towing cable, against time. 8 crew
members from each platoon were
competed in the event, regardless of
their organic crews. The challenge
had 4 phases: During the first phase,
the crew members were carrying
ammunition (one 120mm caliber tank
round and one 7,62 machine gun
ammo can). On the second phase
they were carrying and/or rolling a
LEO2 tank road wheel. For the third
phase they were carrying a LEO2
track shoe and finally, during the
fourth phase they were carrying and/
or dragging a LEO2 towing cable.
On the last day of the competition
which was also the DV-Day, a tank
platoon formed by one ABRAMS
M1A2, two LEO-2HELL and two
LEO 2A4 (the 3 different types of
tanks participating in the challenge),
executed a synchronized firing
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The most widespread version
of the LEO 2 family, the 2A4 model
included more substantial changes,
including an automated fire and
explosion suppression system, an
all-digital fire control system able to
handle new ammunition types, and
an improved turret with flat titanium/
tungsten armor. The LEO 2 were
manufactured in eight batches
between 1985 and 1992. All the
older models were upgraded to 2A4
standard.

demonstration at the same targets,
verifying the interoperability gained by
the Crews during the week and also
the high cooperation level of the two
allied Armies.
Some technical characteristics
of the participating tank types are as
follows:
The LEOPARD 2 (LEO 2) is a Main
Battle Tank developed
by Krauss-Maffei in
the 1970s for the Army
of (back then) West
Germany. The tank
first entered service in
1979 and succeeded
the earlier LEOPARD
1 as the MBT of the
German Army. It is
armed with a 120 mm
smoothbore cannon,
and is powered by
a
V-12
twin-turbo
diesel engine. Various
versions have served
in the armies of
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Germany and 12 other European
countries, as well as several nonEuropean nations, including Canada,
Chile, Indonesia and Singapore. The
LEO 2 was deployed in Kosovo with
the German Army, and has seen
action in Afghanistan with the Dutch,
Danish and Canadian contributions to
the International Security Assistance
Force, as well as in Syria against ISIS.

The 2A6 variant includes the
addition of the Rheinmetall 120 mm
L/55 smoothbore gun and other
changes. The LEOPARD 2HEL is a
derivative of the 2A6 that was ordered
by the Greek Army in 2003 (“HEL”
stands for “Hellenic”).
The M1 ABRAMS is a thirdgeneration American Main Battle Tank
designed by Chrysler Defense (now
General Dynamics Land Systems).
Conceived for modern armored

Affiliated Units

ground warfare and now one of the
heaviest tanks in service at nearly
62 metric tons, it introduced several
innovative features, including a
multifuel turbine engine, sophisticated
Chobham composite armor, a
computer fire control system, separate
ammunition storage in a blow-out
compartment and NBC protection
for crew safety. Initial models of the

M1 were armed with a licensedproduced 105 mm Royal Ordnance
L7 gun, while later variants feature the
licensed Rheinmetall 120 mm L/44.
There are three main operational
Abrams versions, the M1, M1A1,
and M1A2, with each new iteration
seeing improvements in armament,
protection, and electronics. The M1
Abrams entered service in 1980 and

currently serves as the MBT of the
United States Army and Marine Corps.
And just for the record, the final
results were as follows:
In the 1st place, the 24th Bn
Platoon with 1012 points (winning in 9
out of 10 challenges!).
In the 2nd place, the US Platoon
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aiming to highlight their skills, abilities
and proficiencies achieved through
hard work and training. Through
this process, the importance of a
well-trained crew which will make a
difference in real operations, by taking
advantage of its tank capabilities, was
proven.

with 823 points.
In the 3rd place, the 22nd Bn
Platoon with 888 points.
In the 4th place, the 311th Bn
Platton with 800 points.
And finally, the 212th Bn Platoon
with 584 points.
In conclusion, 10 very demanding
operational tests have been conducted
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during the 2021 INTERNATIONAL
TANK CHALLENGE, in which
technical and tactical procedures
and functions were examined in
order to upgrade the training of tank
crews, increase and strengthen the
cooperation between the two allied
Armies.
Apart from the fair play among
the crew members (which is for
granted0, this year’s competition was

During this challenge, once
again was verified that “the best
tank is the one served by the
best-trained crew”! Hopefully, in
the 2022 INTERNATIONAL TANK
CHALLENGE, more countries more
countries will be represented as
participants and competitors.

Kosmas KRITSIS
OF-5 (GRC A)
Chief of Staff
XX Armoured Division
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61 MECHANIZED BRIGADE “STRYAMSKA” –
DUTY, LOYALTY, DEDICATION
Brigade HQ and personnel.

61 Mechanized Brigade as one of
the main Formations of the Bulgarian
Armed Forced, dedicated to NATO
Forces of Lower Readiness., keeps
the required level of capacity to plan
and conduct offensive, defensive,
stability and enabling operations.
Being a Mechanized Formation
with great responsibilities and
participation in many National and
International exercises, determines
the dynamic routine and the
opportunity to improve the operational,
tactical and training capabilities of the

The major NATO-led exercise in
2021, was “DEFENDER EUROPE
21”, designed to build readiness
and interoperability between the US,
NATO Allies and Partner militaries.
It encompassed several linked
exercises, based on a common
scenario,
including
“SABER
GUARDIAN 21”.
Involved in totally three of the
mentioned
exercises;
“BALKAN
SENTINEL 21”, “SHABLA 21” and the
Command Post Exercise “BALKAN
21” with its personnel, vehicles and
weapon systems, 61 Mechanized
Brigade demonstrated its capabilities
and professionalism in multinational
environment and showed high level
of preparation and precise execution
of all training objectives and tasks. In

that way the Brigade again proved its
crucial priorities and accomplished its
duties with dedication.
Multinational Live Fire Exercise
“BALKAN SENTINEL 21”
The Multinational Live Fire
Exercise “BALKAN SENTINEL 21”
took place at Novo Selo Training Area
(NSTA), Bulgaria from 21 to 31 May,
2021.
The exercise scenario was based
on the “DEFENDER EUROPE 21”
scenario and provided suitable,
realistic and close to the operational
environment situation in order to fulfill
the exercise aims and objectives.
The majority of the participating
personnel in “BALKAN SENTINEL
21” came from the 3rd Mechanized
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Battalion, including Combat Support
and Service Support Units from the
61 Mechanized Brigade, reinforced
by other Land Force Formations of
the Bulgarian Armed Forces, US Army
Troops from the 1st Cavalry Division,

20th Engineer Brigade and an Infantry
Coy from Georgia.
The Close Air Support (CAS) and
Medical Evacuation (MEDEVAC)
during the exercise were provided by
the Bulgarian Air Force with SU-25

planes from the Bezmer Air Base and
Mi-17 and AS 532 AL helicopters from
the Krumovo Air Base.
The brigade participated in the
exercise with up to 850 service
personnel and up to 150 military
vehicles.
The theme of the exercise was:
“Participation of reinforced battalion
in Land Forces Component counter
attack.”
“BALKAN
SENTINEL
21”
included all the necessary functions
and activities to prepare, plan, deploy
and conduct an offensive operation
in the context of mobile defense.
“BALKAN SENTINEL 21” enhanced
the relationships and interoperability
and improved the capabilities and
operational compatibility with NATO
partners.
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The deployment of the 3rd Mech
Bn and its affiliated Units from US
Army and Georgia Armed Forces
at NSTA was completed on May 22,
2021 and the Opening Ceremony was
held on May 23, 2021.

to conduct exploitation, Close Air
Support and Direct Fire Support, to
Block and Destroy the enemy in urban
terrain by conducting clear operations
and to conduct mobility and counter
mobility operations.

The 3rd Mech Bn Commander, led
and conducted integration training at
the platoon and company levels within
the period from 24 to 28 May, 2021.

The main purpose of “BALKAN
SENTINEL
21”
to
establish

and maintain a good level of
interoperability,
cooperation
and
partnership with our NATO allies was
successfully accomplished!

During the period 29 – 30 May 21
a Battalion level Live Fire Exercise
(LVX) was held.
31st of May was Distinguished
Visitors’ Day. In the dynamic display
of combat capabilities the hillsides of
NSTA smoked from the unleashing
of artillery, mortars, rockets and fire
from tanks and combat vehicles as
well as helicopters and fighter jets.
The soldiers demonstrated their
capabilities to move and deploy into a
tactical position, to suppress by fire and
size the enemy defensive positions,
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“SHABLA 21”
Service members from Bulgaria,
United States, and Serbia took part in
Joint Air Defense Live Fire exercise “SHABLA 21” hosted by the Bulgarian
Armed Forces with the participation
of the Air Defense Battalion from
61 Mechanized Brigade, supported
by personnel from the Logistics Bn
and Force Protection Bn also of the
Brigade.
The participating personnel were
up to 180 servicemen and up to 50
vehicles were involved in the exercise.
The exercise was also part of
“SABER GUARDIAN 2” and it was
designed to improve readiness and
interoperability in order to protect
national air sovereignty against
attacks and air reconnaissance.
Highlights of “SHABLA 21” included a
series of live firing; featuring several
different types of missiles and missile
firing systems.
The exercise was an excellent
example of just how far determination
and training can go. Conducting a
combined live fires exercise of Air
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Defense weapon systems with NATO
allies was an invaluable experience
which demonstrated the established
cooperation, interoperability and
professionalism of the participating
militaries.
“BALKAN 21”
The
Computer-Assisted
Command Post Exercise “BALKAN
21” took part at NSTA from June 7 to
June 14, 2021.
The exercise was part of the
Computer-Assisted CPX “DEFENDER

21” within the series of “DEFENDER
EUROPE 21” related exercises. It was
based on a fictitious scenario related
to the development of a high-intensity
military crisis. The main purpose of the
exercise was to check and evaluate
the capabilities and interoperability
of 61 Mechanized Brigade HQ in
planning and conducting a Defensive
Operation in a coalition environment.
The exercise was also used as the
venue for the Certification of the Bde
HQ and HQ Battalion as Unit of NATO
Forces of Lower Readiness.
The exercise involved up to 350

Affiliated Units
Mech Bde ability to conduct operations
as part of an international coalition
and helped build the readiness and
interoperability with the NATO allies
and partners.
42nd Bulgarian Contingent in
“RESOLUTE SUPPORT”
Another task of major importance
included in the Brigade responsibilities
is to take part in contribution to the
world peace and stability.
PAX and up to 70 military vehicles.
It was conducted by the Bulgarian
Land
Forces
Command.
The
supporting units were presented by
response cells located at the Joint
Multinational
Simulation
Center
(JMSC) GRAFENWOEHR, Germany,
930 Digital Liaison Detachment, USA
and Liaison Officers from Bulgaria
located at Fort Hood, Texas, USA.
During the exercise “BALKAN

21”, 61 Mech Bde HQ operated on
a 24 basis, being under command
of different Coalitions’ Divisions; the
US 1 Cavalry Division, and the Italian
“ACQUI” Division.
HQ Battalion was assessed on the
basis of its capabilities to protect the
Brigade’s Command Post its perimeter
and to provide communication and
information services for the CP.
The exercise improved the 61

At the end of March 2021, 42nd
Bulgarian Contingent in “RESOLUTE
SUPPORT”, the NATO-led training,
advise and assistance Mission in
Afghanistan, included the National
Element, the Guard Company and the
Staff Officers was deployed.
The Guard Company consisted
of 61 Mechanized Brigade Personnel
and its tasks included patrolling part
of the outer perimeter of the Bagram
Airfield and serving on duty at the
Base Operation Center.
The personnel performed its
mission successfully taking into
consideration the assigned tasks
and complex atmosphere and was
redeployed in the beginning of July,
2021.
“PEACE SENTINEL 21”
From the 13th to the 15th of October
2021 the Tactical Level Exercise
“PEACE SENTINEL 21” took place
at Koren Training Area in order verify
the certification of the 2nd Mechanized
Battalion of the 6
Mechanized
Brigade, as Unit of Forces of Lower
Readiness.
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Battalion capabilities for conducting
Defensive Operations in a dynamic
tactical situation, based on a main
MEL/MIL list.
The 2nd Mechanized Battalion
completed all the assigned tasks
successfully and its personnel
demonstrated high motivation and met
all the challenges with responsibility
and dignity.

The challenging exercise was
based on a fictitious scenario
developed by the
Brigade HQ,
adapted to the tactical borders of
the Koren Training Area. During
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the execution phase; close to a real
conflict conditions were provided
which was of crucial importance in
order to achieve the exercise’s main
objective which was to assess the

Public Affairs Office
61 Mechanized Brigade
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RUSSIAN CIVIL-MILITARY COOPERATION IN SYRIA
-SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT FOR NATO’S CIMICnegotiate the cessation of hostilities;
2. Provide assistance in signing
ceasefire agreements and peace
agreements
between
conflicting
parties;

Logo of the Russian
Reconciliation Center for Syria.

In February 2016, the Russian
government established in the Syrian
base of Hmeimim, in the province of
Latakia, the “Center for Reconciliation
of Opposing Sides and Refugee
Migration Monitoring in the Syrian
Arab Republic”, better known as the
“Russian Reconciliation Center for
Syria” (1). A unit that can, in some
way, be assimilated into the NATO’s
Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC).
Officially there are 50 people
divided into 5 cells:
1. Analysis and Planning;
2. Negotiation;
3. Cooperation with International
Organizations;
4. Information Support;
5. Humanitarian Support to the
Syrian population.
The mission of the Center is
divided into three main tasks:
1. Maintain links with local Syrian
authorities and anti-Assad armed
groups, through special telephone
lines and email addresses, in order to

3. Cooperate with International
Organisations (2) for the distribution
of humanitarian aid to the Syrian
population as well as to Internally
Displaced People (IDP) and refugees.
It is clear, arguably, that the central
activity of this unit is the negotiating
with the armed groups fighting against
the government of Damascus; as well
as their disarmament and evacuation
from war zones (3). Also of importance
is the humanitarian support to
the local population through the
cooperation with the Syrian authorities
and international organisations. All
supported by effective and structured
Information Operations (Info Ops).
In
particular,
regarding
negotiations, it must be pointed out
that the Russian methodology is
to employ its own “CIMIC” experts
not solely in a liaison role, but in
an organised engagement activity
with the opposing militias. In this
context the Russian teams not only
act as mediators between the Syrian
authority and the armed opposition,
but also play a fundamental role
impacting the front line (4). Namely:
to monitor any ceasefire.
It is also inferred from the fact that
Russian negotiators, generally senior

officers, have the political authority to
sign agreements with the insurgents.
Agreements, where are decided the
ways of disarmament and evacuation
of the militiamen and their families,
the choice of resettlement areas, the
release of hostages and prisoners,
the arrival of humanitarian aid and
medicines, and also the return of
the bodies of soldiers or militiamen
killed in action. Negotiations can
often go on for months, if not years.
A high decision-making autonomy
that is closely linked to that of
monitoring compliance with the
signed agreements in the field. In this
context, humanitarian cooperation
becomes mainly a tool in support of
the negotiating capacity of Russian
“CIMIC” operators. All this, is managed
through a classic negotiation strategy
known as “Tit for Tat”, which consists
of a sort of “mutual altruism”.
However, this methodology for
achieving reconciliation between
the conflicting parties has not been
without criticism. In particular, in 2017
Amnesty International published a
document of denunciation against
the Syrian government and its allies
regarding the strategy of sieges
implemented to eliminate armed
resistance to the regime. Entitled “We
leave or we die, forced displacement
under
Syria’s
‘reconciliation’
agreements”,
it
analyses
the
agreements reached by the progovernment negotiators, between
August 2016 and March 2017, in
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Delivery of humanitarian aid in the town of Tal Rifaat done by the soldiers of the Russian
Reconciliation Center for Syria jointly with personnel of the Akhmat Kadyrov Public
Foundation (Foto: © AFP).

areas characterised by intense urban
fighting: Daraya (5), Aleppo, Al-Waer
(6) and the agreement known as
the “four cities” (7). This research
was conducted, between April and
September 2017, by Amnesty using
the methodology of remote interviews
(via email, telephone and online)
of 134 people including journalists,
activists, negotiators, doctors and
humanitarian cooperators. The data
collected was then compared with
satellite images and videos readily
available online, and analysed by the
Digital Verification Corps (8).
As for the strategy of siege of
opposition-controlled urban centres
(9), the Damascus government has
been implementing this practice since
2012. The Russian Reconciliation
Center for Syria was established much
after this methodology. However, it
would appear that it was only following
its establishment that the sieges took
an operational turn. The case of the
city of Daraya demonstrates this.
A city where the negotiation, was
initially managed by senior officers
of the 4th Syrian Division with the
mediation of the Mufti of Damascus,
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and after with that of a well-known
Syrian television female journalist.
Negotiation which, although it saw the
full involvement of citizens committees
and representatives of the besieged
armed militias, it had not had a lasting
effect. So much so, that the lack of an
agreement automatically intensified
the bombings on the besieged areas.
It is therefore conceivable that the
Russian “CIMIC” has completely
replaced the government negotiators,
trying to establish itself as the main
mediator between the anti-Assad
armed groups and the needs of the
Syrian government.
However, the Russian negotiating
strategy was still part of the desire to
bring the civilian population to the limit
in order to create the conditions for a
complete surrender of the opposition.
Surrender, in fact, meant for civilians
leave the fighting area, have access
to humanitarian aid and be moved
to safe areas under the control of
the opposing forces to the regime. A
method of warfare, obviously, strongly
condemned by the entire international
community.

Moreover, the city of Daraya,
in addition to being the “baptism of
fire” for the new negotiating skills of
the Russian Reconciliation Center
for Syria; it was the first instance of
the creation of humanitarian corridors
managed by the besiegers. In
particular, the humanitarian corridors
were characterised by a series of
checkpoints (10), where the Center
set up medical assistance facilities
and food distribution. The transport
of civilians and militiamen who had
surrendered (11), however, took place
via the well-known “green buses”
in cooperation with the Syrian Red
Crescent.
Before being sent to resettlement
areas, civilians were screened by the
Russian Military Police at checkpoints.
Then, the Russians, including the
contractors of the Wagner Group,
provided security to the humanitarian
corridors managed by the Center.
These examples, consequently,
demonstrate how for Moscow the
boundary within NATO between
HUMINT and CIMIC has in fact been
expanded and also that this capability
is organically integrated by a cell
specialised in Media Analysis and Info
Ops. All of this, in order to maximise,
from a STRATCOM point of view, the
results obtained by the negotiators.
The main tool for learning about the
activities of the Russian “CIMIC” is the
daily bulletin drawn up by the Ministry
of Defence of the Russian Federation
and sent to the UN Secretary General
through the Russian permanent
representative to the United Nations
(12) bulletin; which, in particular, is
intended to inform the UN Secretary

Αrticles
on the peace progress made by the
monitoring group on the ceasefire in
the areas involved in the fighting. This
monitoring group, set up on 4 May
2017 with a specific memorandum,
is composed of Russian, Turkish and
Iranian representatives. However, the
bulletins only indicate violations found
by Russian and Turkish observers,
but never by Iranian ones.
The bulletin, written in English,
are a very formal and repetitive text
where the data is simply updated, it is
totally devoid of an assessment and is
structured on two main items:
1. Monitoring of the ceasefires;
2. Distribution of humanitarian aid
to the population of the Syrian Arab
Republic.
Up to July 2019 updates were
also provided regarding reconciliation
with the opposition forces.
As for humanitarian aid, defined
as “Comprehensive Assistance”, it
is not always coordinated with the
United Nations office in Damascus.
The methods of distributing aid to
the civilian population under siege

by groups opposing the regime
also saw the use of air drops via air
carriers. Furthermore, again with
a view to supporting the civilian
population, were carried out activities
that could be defined as the Medical
Civic Action Program (MEDCAP).
As demonstrated also by the killing
of two Russian nurses who died
as a result of mortar shots fired by
ISIS militiamen against the military
hospital of Birobidzhan in December
2016. Notably the hospital, was
where a MEDCAP was taking place.
Additionally, bulletins were disclosed
by the Russian Reconciliation Center
for Syria which communicated the
implementation of “CIMIC” projects
such as construction of houses,
schools, hospitals and roads.
Humanitarian demining is also
part of the activities coordinated by
the Center, as proven by the death
of an EOD sergeant killed by a sniper
in May 2016 near the archaeological
site of Palmyra. In this regard, the
Russian army set up in 2014 in the
locality of Nakhabino a center called
the “International Mine Action Center”
also dedicated to the use of its

Food delivery in Idlib. Akhmat Kadyrov’s picture is close to the Putin e Assad ones
(Foto: © AFP).

personnel in Peacekeeping missions.
The bulletin ends with a summary
of the humanitarian operations
conducted by the Center indicating
the total tonnage of humanitarian aid
distributed to the Syrian population.
From the beginning of its opening
until 31 August 2021, some 3,013
operations had been carried out and
5,250 tons of aid had been distributed.
With an average of about 2 tons of aid
per humanitarian operation (13).
The
Russian
Reconciliation
Center for Syria, however, is not the
only one to carry out activities of the
“CIMIC” type, in fact it is joined by
the Russian Military Police. These
MPs are organically at battalion
level and are mainly composed of
Chechens loyal to the controversial
Chechen leader Ramzan Kadyrov,
who were also joined by Ingush
volunteers. What these volunteers
have in common is that they are all
Sunnis. In fact, the purpose of the
Russian General Staff in Syria was
to employ these fighters in the areas
just liberated by the government
forces to interact with the opponents
of the regime. A precise engagement
activity that attributed to the common
religious confession, an important
factor in obtaining tactical advantages
in the fighting. Furthermore, Chechen
MPs have been employed to distribute
humanitarian aid, to escort foreign
journalists, to monitor the ceasefire,
to patrol demilitarised zones in large
urban centres, but also in buffer
zones such as the Syrian Kurdistan
and the Golan Heights, close to the
border with Israel. That is, the latter, in
the same area where, in 2014, the UN
peacekeepers of the United Nations
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Disengagement Observer Force
(UNDOF) were quickly defeated and
humiliated by ISIS militiamen.
Furthermore, Kadyrov himself has
become an important face in Syrian
territories through his philanthropic
activities carried out through the
“Akhmat Kadyrov Public Foundation”,
for example, the donation of 14
million dollars for the reconstruction
of the Umayyad Mosque in Aleppo
(UNESCO heritage since 1981).
Additionally, he has also carved out a
role for himself as a mediator between
Russia and the Sunni world, so much
so that he has been sent several times
by Putin as an unofficial ambassador
to the countries of the Persian Gulf.

In conclusion, the birth and use of
the Russian Reconciliation Center for
Syria must be included in the context
of an evolution of Russian military
tactics relating to fighting in highly
urbanised areas. A different approach,
therefore, from the well-known
“Grozny model” centered on a mere
scorched earth strategy. Contrarily,
in Syria the Russians need to have
a minimum presence with assets on
the ground with the resulting losses,
which demonstrate the determined
choice of the Russian General Staff
to focus heavily on the ability of
Engagement specialists in dealing
with the besieged forces. Negotiators,
framed in a unit that has many

characteristics in common with those
of NATO’s CIMIC. An interesting use
that, as a case study, offers some food
for thought about further developing
the role that Western CIMIC operators
could use in contemporary conflicts.

Federico PRIZZI
OF-4 (ITA A)
CIMIC Liaison Chief
NRDC-GR/G9

Notes:
(1) Personnel of the Center is also present in the provinces of Damascus, Homs, Hama and Daraa.

(2) The Russian Reconciliation Center for Syria, however, has never hidden that it considers Amnesty International, Médecins Sans Frontières and
Human Rights Watch as organizations aligned with the opposition to the Assad regime and, therefore, not impartial.
(3) The main difference with the similar United Nations program known as Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) is that the “R”
phase, the reintegration of militiamen into Syrian society, does not seem foreseen in the Russian one. Probably, this is due to the fact that most of
the anti-Assad militiamen are foreign citizens.

(4) The constant presence at the forefront of the Centre’s specialists has also seen the loss of its own operators or of staff working alongside them.
As happened in 2016 during a “CIMIC” operation when a Vehicle-Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIED) attacked the humanitarian convoy
of the Center escorted by the marines of the 336th Baltiysk Brigade, causing some victims. Or, when a Mi-8AMTSh was shot down near Aleppo in
August of the same year.

(5) A city of over one hundred thousand inhabitants seven kilometres from Damascus, it was one of the first centres of the anti-Assad protests. After
four years of siege, it capitulated in 2016.
(6) Residential area in the western part of Homs capitulated in 2007 with the evacuation of 20,000 residents.

(7) The four cities are: Foua, Kefraya, Madaya and Zabadani. The first two were placed under siege in March 2015 by opposition forces. The last
two from the government ones in July of the same year. The sieges ended in April 2017 also thanks to the mediation of Iran and Qatar.

(8) The Digital Verification Corps (DVC) is a network of Amnesty International volunteers specialized in the analysis of open sources and photo
interpretation. Likely, Amnesty has ex-military advisors with an IMINT background among its advisors. This is demonstrated by the ability to identify,
through images, the type of conventional ammunition used by government forces during bombing (A0-2.5RT, A0-2.5RTM, RBK-500), but also
improvised (barrel bombs) or loaded ammunition with white phosphorus or chlorine.
(9) The siege strategies employed by the government in Syria had the same characteristics as those used in medieval times. They focused on the
“qadm al-jasad” (“hit and size”) tactic: isolation of the area, no access to food, water and medicine for prolonged periods, continuous bombing to
break the morale of the besieged, gradual advance of the forces by land combined with underground combat to penetrate the opposing defences.

(10) In 2019, there was at least one check point at an airport and one at a Syrian port. The locations, however, were never indicated in the Centre’s
bulletins.
(11) Interestingly, in the Centre’s bulletins these civilians are referred to as IDPs. For Amnesty International, however, given the condition imposed
by the negotiators, dubbed by Amnesty itself: “Surrende or Starve”, the same civilians are defined as Forced IDP.
(12) The bulletins are also available on the ReliefWeb website, a humanitarian information portal founded in 1996 and administered by the United
Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).
(13) In this regard, it should be noted that the Russian Reconciliation Center for Syria generally uses KamAz-43114 trucks for the distribution
of humanitarian aid. Trucks that have a payload of 6 tons. Therefore, the logistical effort of the Russian “CIMIC” during a routine distribution of
humanitarian aid is not even equivalent to a full truck.
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NATO EFFORTS TO STRENGTHEN WOMEN’S
PARTICIPATION IN THE ARMED FORCES:
TOWARDS A MORE GENDER-EQUAL ALLIANCE
The military has traditionally
been a male-dominated sector and
so has been NATO. Nevertheless, in
the last decades, this situation has
started to change. In 2020, NATO
celebrated 20 productive years
since its adoption of the United
Nations Security Council’s (UNSCR)
“Resolution 1235” on Women, Peace,
and Security. Ever since then, the
United Nations Security Council has
recognized the effects conflicts can
potentially have on women and girls,
and it has acknowledged women’s
key role in conflict prevention, in
addition to peacemaking and peacebuilding processes. The adoption
of such an innovative step by NATO
has paved the way for the creation of
NATO’s Women, Peace and Security
agenda and highlights the importance
of gender equality. During these
years, the Alliance started taking
into consideration the importance of
women’s participation in its collective
defense, cooperative security and,
crisis management. The integration
of gender mainstreaming in all military
and political aspects of the Alliance
does not constitute just an anniversary
treat. On the contrary, it should be
considered as a full-time commitment.
So far, the issue of underrepresentation of women in armed
forces has gained popularity, with
NATO Secretary General Jens

Stoltenberg mentioning in his speech
at the Women Political Leaders
Summit 2021 that “gender equality
is not only the right thing to do, but
also the smart thing to do”. Aiming for
a more effective Alliance, as well as
the integration, integrity, and inclusion
of women, NATO has already made
decisive efforts by including gender
equality in its policy-making stage,
training, and operations. Integration
is about how we include gender in all
that we do. Inclusiveness provides
for environments in which the full and
meaningful participation of women
can continue to grow. Integrity ensures
that we are upholding the highest
standards of behavior and includes
our commitments to protect women

and girls from the scourge of conflictrelated sexual violence and other
threats to their security. In 2019, NATO
clarified its position of zero tolerance
to war sexual harassment. Apart from
that, NATO is ever- striving towards
gender inclusive policies such as by
having Gender Advisers in all NATO
military headquarters and missions.
NATO co-operates with diverse
organizations with a view to identifying
good practices applicable for strategic
implementation. More specifically,
towards that end, it has formed
partnerships with the United Nations,
the European Union, and the African
Union in order to share best practices
and lessons learned regarding the
Women, Peace and Security agenda.
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Additionally, as language mirrors
the attitudes and norms within each
community, a gendered- language
manual aiming to present “genderinclusive” communication as a basis
for advancing gender equality in
NATO has been created.
Despite the existing efforts for
gender equality within the Alliance,
there is still much work to be done.
NATO’s Secretary General’s Annual
Report of 2020, indicates that women
represent only 40% of its total staff,
and more precisely, only 17% of the
International Military Staff workforce.
At the same time, women hold the 25%
of senior leadership positions within
the Alliance. Numbers such as these,
make it obvious that women’s underrepresentation in the military is not
only a matter of a lack of participation
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in the armed forces themselves, but
this is also linked to the glass ceiling
issue. In addition to gender equality
being essential to peace and stability,
it is also crucial to NATO’s values of
individual liberty, democracy, human
rights, and rule of law. Experts in
previous studies have indicated that
the inclusion of more women in military
missions improves team efficacy while
at the same time, it leads to better
engagement and communication with
the local population. It is essential
that NATO strive towards ensuring a
more balanced representation of both
sexes within its parameters, so that its
operational effectiveness and its ability
to engage with the general public and
local communities in operations be
enhanced. Women participation in
both political and military sector of the
Alliance matters as their contribution

improve the resilience of our society,
the readiness of NATO forces and the
effectiveness of its operations.
The
integration
of
gender
perspective can improve operational
effectiveness in analysis, planning
and, evaluation processes and
strengthen the military capability in
various ways. Diverse perspectives
in decision-making can lead to more
effective policies within the Alliance.
The inclusion of a larger portion of
the population within the process of
the development of a coherent action
plan is critical. Gender equality can
potentially have many more positive
implications apart from strengthening
NATO’s capabilities in human
intelligence, situational awareness,
liaison, and communication. It is high
time to break the stereotype of the

Αrticles
role of women involved in a conflict
which mainly depicts them as victims
rather than actors. According to the
United Nations and the Council of
Foreign Relations “female security
sector officials frequently have access
to populations and venues that are
closed to men, thereby improving
intelligence about potential security
risks. Additionally, women have a
comparative advantage in interactions
with community members, which
amplifies situational awareness and
helps military commanders fulfill their
mandates, including the protection
of civilians” At the same time, it is
considered that “female officers are
better able to respond to concerns
about women’s physical safety”
as research data from thirty-nine
countries have shown that women are
more probable to denounce sexual
harassment cases.
A characteristic example that
highlights the importance of the
involvement of both sexes in crisis
situations is that of the ongoing
coronavirus
pandemic.
NATO’s
Women, Peace and Security agenda
and
United Nation’s Security
Council’s
(UNSCR)
“Resolution
1235”,
are
extremely
current,
taking into account that crises and
conflicts impact differently men and
women. As a global health crisis,
the COVID-19 pandemic, poses a
variety of security challenges, with
gender equality and inclusiveness
becoming more urgent than ever
so as to enhance the resilience of
societies. Considering that gender
analysis constitutes an important
requirement for crisis mitigation and

response, the implementation of the
Women, Peace and Security agenda
which requests gendered analyses
of the causes and the implications
of crises, the mapping of actors
and the communities involved, is
nowadays vital. Women account
for the very high percentage of 70%
of the global healthcare workforce.
Additionally, their figures remain high
in “the community social work and
civil society sectors in nations across
the world”. The COVID-19 threat has
so far revealed the need of taking
into account gender characteristics
such as skill-sets when dealing with
emergencies.
Mainstreaming
the
gender
perspective in all of NATO’s peace
and security policies is a continuous
challenge. Gender equality is not
only a fundamental human right.
It also constitutes a necessary
foundation for a peaceful, prosperous
and sustainable world. Promoting a
gender-equal workforce within the
Alliance and putting emphasis on the
value of human dignity and security
are important steps that distinguish

NATO from authoritarian adversaries
and other terrorist groups, which
can be characterized as some of the
worst human rights abusers around
the globe. Successful implementation
of gender viewpoints in the dayto-day operations of the forces of
each individual NATO member state
as well as other partner countries
necessitates purposeful and active
engagement on the part of the staff,
whether male or female, and it does
not constitute a duty that should rest
solely upon the shoulders of gender
specialists.
A deeper understanding of how
security challenges impact differently
both sexes should be at the core
of the Alliances gender approach.
Actions such as sharing the best
national practices and significant
lessons learned among NATO Allies
on increasing female participation at
decision-making levels, reinforcing
NATO partnerships for gender equality
with other international organizations,
encouraging Allies to submit female
candidates for NATO’s most senior
decision-making
positions,
or
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for the future cannot, and will not be
gender blind, because a strategy that
leaves half of the population behind
is not a strategy for success”. In that
context, future NATO’s approaches
in gender mainstreaming should use
the entire pool of skills and expertise
that can be found within the Alliance’s
population.

financing gender-sensitive research
including the empowerment of
women to safeguard communities,
can eliminate the impediments to the
full inclusion of women in the military
and prove NATO’s resilience and
democratic values. Taking the above
facts into account, it becomes clear
that gender equality should be further

studied in NATO’s 2030 agenda, as
human security requires inclusive
security. NATO’s 2030 vision focuses
on creating an even stronger and
resilient Alliance that remains wellprepared and united for a new age
of great global competition. As NATO
Deputy Secretary-General Mircea
Geoană has put it, “NATO’s vision

Anna LAMPROPOULOU
CIV (GRC)
Intern
NRDC-GR/PAO
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EDUCATING THE TIKTOK GENERATION
ABOUT NATO
It is common for an organization
like NATO to want to appeal to
different demographics as a means
to reinvent their ‘public diplomacy’.
But what could such ventures mean
to a NATO force structure in this day
and age? Over the years, several
HQs tried to utilize social media for
the organization’s benefit with varying
strategies – and a varying degree
of success. But if the objective is to
attract as many people as possible,
a wise choice could be to also study
the new ‘star’ medium of the moment:
TikTok.
Since 2019, this app has been
dominant in shaping pop culture; it is
essentially a medium for producing
and sharing short-form videos ranging
from 15 seconds to three minutes. It
saw a surge in popularity during the
first lockdowns due to COVID-19 in
early 2020, with many of its users
sharing pandemic-related information
(Tiktok & Education: How TikTok is
pushing educational content for gen
Z, 2021). As a result of the platform
being extremely popular among
Generation Z, many stakeholders try
to shape their narratives accordingly
in order to engage with the former.
As the platform does not cater
only to the one predominant culture,
but also to countless countercultures,
there are plenty of opportunities
for NATO to form its audience. Its
easy-to-use tools allow users to edit,
retouch and add captions to their

videos without needing additional
apps. The aforementioned, along
with the ability of mobile phones to
record high-fidelity audio and video,
has facilitated the process of creating
content for various purposes. This
means that venturing into TikTok
is affordable for a stakeholder with
limited – or no – budget. But what
could TikTok’s sharp rise in popularity
mean for the image of an international
organization like NATO, and what
are their opportunities for debunking
some false perceptions?
NATO HQs could take advantage
of its #LearnOnTikTok initiative due
to the huge demand for educational
content on the platform. However,
this included hundreds of household
names as it was initiated by the
platform itself, and not by an external
organization. What should a HQ
keep from this practice is the fact
that whoever wants to employ such a
channel of communication really has
to combine an effective educationalvideo-styled design for its content,
as well as a strategic plan aiming at
building its own narrative. With the
term ‘education’ we want to highlight
the act of demonstrating the various
functions of NATO along with its social
profile.
Elaborating
on
the
video
designing aspect, research shows
that TikTok’s video time limits are in
accordance with very high rates of
user engagement, with percentages

for educational videos being close to
100%. But short length on its own is
more suitable for a large portion of
casual viewers who do not want to
spend hours to traditional “sit-down”
learning – something prevalent in Gen
Z and millennial audience groups.
In addition to the aforementioned,
media research proposes a more
conversational style to the spectators
in order for them to develop a sense
of social partnership; this is prevalent
in the sector of education, but it might
clash with the communication policies
of an organization striving for a more
formal style in their discourse.
TikTok became instrumental in
educating people around serious
subjects, such as the Black Lives
Matter movement, with the agenda
of its influencers (named TikTokers)
being charged with serious political
issues. The platform has been labeled
a safe space for all types of content
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respecting diversity. So far, we need
to keep three elements in mind:
The main audience of the platform,
the fact that the latter is friendly
to organizations willing to form a
narrative for themselves, and, finally,
its respect to diversity.
It is debated whether millennials
and Gen Z are shifting towards a
trend called ‘micro-learning’, where
educational content is dissected in
small ‘bites’ that are easier for viewers
to consume through their mobile
phones. This can be considered as an
apparent consequence of advancing
technology in the post-modern era,
which calls for the cease of long
narratives, with the latter breaking
down to small narratives that are
up to the choice of the consumer
to pick from, combine, adapt and
recontextualize.
This leads us to examine the
discourse environment formed in
the digital world, as well as how

an organization like NATO (and its
regional headquarters) could use
these tools for its own image. We are
currently living in Web 2.5, parts of
which are the algorithms employed
by the various social media in order
to customize and curate content for
their users. Given the fact that millions
of messages and posts are sent and
uploaded daily on these platforms,
it would be practically impossible
for a platform to show the total sum
of posts to every single user. This is
where algorithms take the front seat
to deliver to each user what they want
to see.
The main objective of a NATO HQ
is to understand the way that such
algorithms function, as every medium
puts emphasis on different aspects.
Our platform of interest presents
some shifts compared to other – more
‘traditional’ – social media, and there
are various factors determining the
algorithm’s results. The app recently
revealed its formula, and despite
common assumptions that there would
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be similar content shown to users with
similar profiles, and videos they have
liked and engaged with, the algorithm
is much more complex. This is due to
a number of factors such as whether
or not a user finishes a video they
watch, which is proven stronger than
the geographical proximity between
creator and viewer. Thus, a profile’s
popularity is not to be underestimated,
but it is not a detrimental factor to the
circulation of a video.
In short, the techniques that a
NATO HQ can employ are relatively
simple. First and foremost, hashtags
play a key role in categorizing
videos of a specific theme or style.
In this context, it is good to fit in –
at first – by observing what type of
hashtags are being used by similar
organizations wanting to educate
people on their identity and purposes.
As we stated earlier, everything
nowadays is prone to fragmentation
and recontextualization; NATO HQs
need to turn this disadvantage into
an asset to pass its own agenda to
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the platform’s audience. The most
challenging aspect of such a venture
is the fact that social media are
considered the same as every other
public access channel, meaning
that content up for release must be
thoroughly examined before uploaded
and specific guidelines must be
introduced.
The existing guidelines for
Instagram can be very helpful in
creating key content for a HQ, and
a brief examination of TikTok can
help to choose themes that are
popular worldwide and could fit
NATO’s narrative. It is very common
for international organizations to be

known for very few of their operations
as media discourse and a lack of
public diplomacy create a limiting
– and limited – perception on the
general public. Thus, there is now
the opportunity to cover subjects
that were never part of a hard news
story; focusing on human stories
could provide a safe option in order
to demonstrate a relatively unknown
side of NATO. On top of this, NATO
could portray itself as an institution
that breaks barriers as there are
women in both its political and military
sectors; an element that could take
advantage of the increasing sense of
feminism among our target audience.
Other potential subjects are the
lives of workers through the pandemic.
This could be highly substantial in
showing the organizations agility and
its relations with its employees. This
element was present in the social
media profiles of several HQs, so
there is already a template on the
matter. On top of those, what really
needs to come forward is NATO’s
political sector that is probably the
most overlooked. HQs could create
their own ‘visual newsletter’: They
could edit 15- to 30-second videos

of the most important events of the
organization that took place in the
past week.
We should keep in mind that a
proper public communication strategy
– especially that of a large complex
international organization – should
always aim to keep up with the taste
of audiences both in their preferred
environments of communication and
their codes and style of doing so. Either
way, social media is about narratives
fitting in a larger concept provided they
follow the conversational norm du jour,
and new generation social media can
provide an important opportunity for
organizations to inform an audience
not commonly associated with them,
as part of this larger wave of microeducation.
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THE MILITARIZATION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence
“NATO AI Strategy”

Introduction
From an automated smart device
to a lethal “killer robot” that can excel in
the battlefield, AI has plenty potential
military applications, both ordinary and
unpredictable. Whereas, applications
in business, in healthcare and in other
fields have the ability to foster the
human progress, military applications
may increase the levels of mortality,
as they provide the suitable conditions
for war. Several of these emerging
technologies are being pioneered by
the private sector, presenting new
governance challenges and engaging
stakeholders in fruitful debates about
the effects of the development of new
weapons.
This article is structured on four
pillars. The first one concerns Artificial
Intelligence and in particular the
strategy that NATO will implement
regarding it. The second indicates the
most promising military applications
of NATO’s AI. Moreover, the third one
depicts the effects of AI and the last
chapter underlines the challenges and
risks that derive from this controversial
technology.
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(AI)

and

Taking into consideration that AI
will generate various international
security challenges in parallel with
opportunities to face each one of them ,
NATO has embarked on its own future
with the NATO2030 initiative and in
2021 released its first ever strategy
for AI, called “NATO AI Strategy”.
First and foremost, it is worthwhile
to introduce the following definition
of this pervasive and controversial
term: “Artificial Intelligence (AI)
refers to the ability of machines to
perform tasks that normally require
human intelligence – for example,
recognising patterns, learning from
experience, drawing conclusions,
making predictions, or taking action
– whether digitally or as the smart
software behind autonomous physical
systems.” Overall, it is obvious that AI
will affect tremendously all of NATO’s
fundamental functions, such as
collective defence, crisis management
and cooperative security.
The NATO AI Strategy outlines the
way in which AI can be implemented
in defence and security in a protected
and ethical way. Τo begin with, the
primary aim of this strategy is to
establish a basis for NATO Allies to
exemplify and foster the development
and use of AI in a responsible
manner for Allied defence and
security purposes, in accordance with
international law and NATO values.
Secondly, this strategy strives to
hasten and embrace the adoption of

AI in the development and provision of
capabilities, fostering interoperability
within the Alliance, including through
suggestions for AI use cases, new
programmes. Third goal is to both
protect and monitor AI technologies
and Alliance’s ability to be innovative,
through addressing security policy
issues such as the workability of
our responsible use principles.
The strategy will also set ethical
standards on how AI systems should
be managed, for example by ensuring
that systems can be shut down by
a human at any time, and preserve
accountability by guaranteeing that a
human is responsible for the actions
of AI systems. Last but not least, an
additional purpose is to detect and
address threats from malicious use of
AI by state and non-state actors.
Military Applications of AI
There
are
currently
some
applications of AI that are of interest
to a multilateral security organisation
such as NATO. The most promising
applications of AI lie in diverse areas
and specifically three of them will
be analysed. On the one hand, AI
could strengthen NATO’s intelligence,
surveillance and reconnaissance
(ISR) capabilities as well as its
capability to analyse personal data for
the right purposes. On the other hand,
AI could be used against NATO Allies
in disinformation campaigns that can
be used in hybrid warfare.
•
Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance
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allowing effective, targeted defensive
action against threat networks. In the
area of national security and defense,
concerns arise regarding privacy and
human rights in general.
•

Effective security and military
decision-making rely on credible
situational awareness. Recently,
technological advances have made
possible the autonomous collection of
enormous amounts of data, including
measurements, satellite and infrared
images and electronic signals, through
ISR systems such as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) and satellites. The
ISR process initiates with the gathering
of information through sensors and
leads to information analysis, where
the information is assembled to
support effective operational decision
making and situational awareness.
The enhanced autonomy of sensors
demands a corresponding autonomy
in analysis through systems capable
of detecting patterns and trends in
the data. The volume of data is so
large that its effective use cannot
rely on traditional human analysis
for increased situational awareness.

Notwithstanding,
the
systematic
and non-supervised usage of AI to
process and analyze increasingly
massive data sets could possibly
raise concerns about the cognitive
bias introduced into the analysis stressing the need for a human to
remain in the analytical process.
Human analysis is grounded in critical
thinking, which, so far, has not been
perfected in AI technology.
•

Analysis of personal data

The combination of data retrieved
through ISR sensors with personal
information gathered from a variety
of databases and social networking
platforms could allow automated
machine
analysis
of
personal
information, which could be useful to
identify threat actors. Specifically, it
could provide an essential capability
to support the identification of
anonymous perpetrators with persons,
places, objects and events, thus

Disinformation campaigns

Significant progress has been
made in the creation of persuasive and
high-quality virtual reality features.
These technologies can also be used
to manipulate the public information
space. The spread of “fake news”
introduces doubts and fosters public
debate about security- related news.
In such information environments,
government and military decision
making is slowed down by intense
fact checking. Artificial intelligence
technology is now even being
developed for content validation
to help identify fake, counterfeit
material. 		
It is worth pointing out that the
applications of AI in military operations
ranging from logistics to maintenance,
from
recruitment
to
retention,
from intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance to medical screening
and evacuation. Therefore, AI will have
a revolutionary impact on nuclear,
aerospace, cyberspace, materials
and biotechnologies. Moreover, it is
beneficial to differentiate amongst
three main types of applications:
Enterprise AI, Mission Support AI
and Operational AI.		
				
Enterprise AI comprises applications
such as financial or personnel
management systems with AI, which
are implemented in strictly controlled
environments where the implications
of technical failures are limited (in
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terms of immediate risk and possible
mortality). 			
In contrary, Operational AI can be
developed in missions and operations,
i.e. in notably less controlled
environments and in environments
where the effects of failure can be
critically high. Such examples include
fixed systems or unmanned vehicle
control software.
Mission
Support
AI,
an
intermediary type in respect of
environmental control and failure
impact, contains a wide variety
of applications, e.g. logistics and
maintenance
applications,
or
applications related to information
services.			
These
distinguishments
can
be useful in setting prioritisation,
both for adoption policies and for
responsible use principles, taking into
consideration the diverse levels of risk
involved in these categories.
Impacts of NATO’s AI
•

Positive impacts of AI

There is not a shadow of
doubt that AI Ecosystem is crucial
for NATO and military in general. AI
implementation in the following areas
outlines the positive effect of AI in
these sectors.
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C4ISR: War-fighting units will
utilise autonomous systems with
artificial intelligence capability, able
to execute tasks beyond those
considered dangerous. Prospective
areas of future applications are
anticipated to encompass increased
usage of virtual assistants (similar to
Google Home, Apple Siri or Amazon
Alexa), AI-enabled decision support
in war games, and AI-recommended
courses of action (COAs). Collateral
areas of AI embeddedness will
include improved indications and
warnings, information and knowledge
management tools, and decision aids
that will enable more rigorous and
powerful information analysis. This
will entail defining life patterns, human
terrain mapping, social network
analysis and targeting decision
support.
Weapons and Effects: AI is
considered as being potentially
valuable in cross-cueing, trajectory
planning,
collision
avoidance,
swarming, weapon selection, battle
damage assessment and effects
coordination.
CBRN:
NATO
demands
technologies that are capable of
providing rapid detection, identification
and monitoring (DIM) of CBRN
threats/risks during any mission, in
all operational environments, which
informs the course of action that is
required to alleviate the threat/hazard.
AI can support enhanced autonomy
to determine the precise location of
sensors and initiate data fusion and
data interpretation.
to

Medicine: AI has the capability
facilitate the development of

evidence-based clinical insights,
evidence-based diagnostics and best
therapeutic practices to decrease
morbidity and mortality and maintain/
recover core functions in the presence
of mission risks. Moreover, the AI will
enable automated decision support
and diagnostic support tools to
provide assistance to doctors in order
to face new injury situations.
Enterprise
Management:
NATO requires more efficiency and
effectiveness in the management of
operational resources (investment and
operational planning, performance
and programme risk management,
strategic
transformation
and
improvement initiatives, strategic
readiness management and strategic
management
practice)
through
advanced analysis and evidencebased decision making. In the area
of finance, AI can contribute to cost
analysis, assessing economic impacts
and drivers, and providing timely
evidence-based decision support.
Logistics: AI systems are enabled
to minimize equipment downtime, to
reduce system failures, to improve
inventory and repair management,
etc.
Cyberspace and the information
space: Intelligent (i.e. AI-enabled)
autonomy reaches beyond mobile
platforms. For resilient autonomous
networks and cyber warfare, the
system must detect, assess and
respond long before humans are able
to understand the situation. Desktop
applications will be assessing and
analyzing and interpreting enormous
quantities of sensor data and
information. These systems and virtual
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agents will have the potential to take
autonomous decisions and respond to
those decisions quickly, while working
as part of a human-intelligence team.
It would be reasonable to expect that
information networks and systems
would be configured, maintained and
protected by autonomous AI-enabled
agents.
Training: AI systems (in particular
when they are combined with virtual/
augmented reality systems) have
the potential to facilitate individual
training by adjusting in real time to
human behaviour and generating
personalised learning environments
or scenarios.
•

Negative impacts of AI

There are obviously plenty of
risks that derive from the applications
of AI in the NATO military sector.
Nevertheless, it is crucial not to be
alarmist when tackling these possible
challenges.
Cyber:
Nevertheless,
the
dependency on AI will also increase
the probable threat of cyber and
information attacks. AI systems are
extremely susceptible to cyberattacks, whereby minor, purposeful
changes can cause erroneous
recommendations or suboptimal
actions.
Information:

Developments

in

speech processing and synthesis
technology are expected to enable
realistic simulation of both friendly
and hostile personnel through
communication links and media (e.g.
“deep fake”). Associated with various
social media hacks the growing
effectiveness of artificial intelligence
(e.g. generative adversarial networks)
will substantially enhance the scale
and efficiency of hybrid attacks,
either by near-identical or asymmetric
threats.
Unusual
behavior:
An
unpredictable behaviour in AI systems
has not only an advantage (e.g.
developing wholly new strategies),
but also disadvantages. A weapon
system that is not constrained by
the physical limits of the human
body, whose behaviour is frequently
unexpected and unexplained, would
be a tremendous potential adversary.
Improvised explosive devices
(IEDs): Progressively more intelligent,
learning systems will eventually
enable new generations of improvised
explosive devices, less vulnerable to
traditional countermeasures.
Challenges and Risks
Scholars and technologists have
raised concerns about the risks
involved in military AI and sorted
them into three classifications: ethical
and legal, operational, and strategic.
Each of these risk poses serious
challenges.
Ethical risks including:
a. Law of Armed Conflict
(LOAC),
b. Accountability,

c. Moral Responsibility,
d. Human Dignity,
e. Human Rights and Privacy
are substantial from a humanitarian
perspective.
The member states of NATO are
under an obligation to implement the
rules of International Humanitarian
Law (IHL), which are intended to
provide protection of innocent civilians
from the violence and abuses of war.
Autonomous weapons, or those with
the capability to locate and destroy
targets without human operators
in the decision-making cycle, raise
profound questions about moral
responsibility, the protection of human
dignity and whom to hold accountable
for harmful action if the wrong targets
are attacked. Systems that empower
governments to gather and analyse
large volumes of personal data raise
questions about human rights and
privacy. Operational risks, such as
those related to the reliability, fragility
and security of AI systems, raise
crucial questions about whether
military AI systems will operate in
accordance with the intentions of
military commanders and operators.
Strategic risks, including the risks
that AI will increase the probability of
war, escalate existing conflicts and
disseminate to malicious actors, are
significant to NATO.			
Operational risks are related to
risks connected with the intended
operation of the AI in military
applications including:
a. Trust and Reliability,
b. Hacking,
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c. Data Poisoning
Adversarial Attacks,
Risks.

and

d. Accidents and Emergent

Trust and reliability risks relate
to the risks associated with lack of
confidence in systems. Specifically,
there is what is sometimes referred
to as the “black box” problem, or
the problem that AI systems reach
conclusions and produce results in
ways that are not obvious or easily
explained to humans, which raises
concerns of misinterpretation or
misuse of AI systems.		
A second frequently discussed
risk of military AI systems derives from
the malicious actors’ vulnerabilities of
these systems, as it is obvious that all
technologies supported by networks
are susceptible to hacking, data –
poisoning or other adversarial attacks.
Even closed or aerial networks are
also vulnerable to attacks on the
supply chain or other means of access
for malicious purposes causing severe
implications for the Alliance.
Accidents are unavoidable as

there are several features of AI
systems in military applications that
make them extremely vulnerable to
human error and emergent effects
such as the secrecy of the systems,
the
unpredictability
of
military
environments, the mismatch between
the skills of experts and their military
missions, the interdependencies
of the systems, the pressure for
rapid deployment and the pressure
from
international
competitors.
As a consequence, AI in NATO
military implementations may entail
significantly higher risks of accidents
and other failures than in other AI
applications.
It is worth pointing out that strategic
stability is one of the major strategic
risks. As the tools supported by AI are
being developed, the basic principles
that ensured relative stability among
world forces after World War II will
be eroded. In particular, AI-based
systems may evolve to such an
extent that they may jeopardise the
‘second strike’ capabilities necessary
to prevent nuclear war through
the principle of mutually assured

destruction. This possibility could be
extremely destabilizing and expose
the entire world at risk of nuclear
catastrophe.
Conclusion
One could draw the conclusion
that AI is definitely a gamechanger.
The pursuit of military, economic and
political competitiveness in the era
of AI will require the development of
machines in ways that foster people
to retain specific kinds of human
intelligence such as empathy and
extraversion. Although, AI models
build perception, cognition and
learning process either by humans or
machines, the capability to doubt is
the privilege of human mind and not
of the machines.
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PROSPECTS FOR CLOSER
NATO-ISRAELI COOPERATION
1. The historical Background of
NATO and Israel Cooperation

Introduction
Middle East has always been a
region where instability is permanent
and there is a constant rise in the
number of conflicts of different
countries due to different national
interests and alliances. The birth of
the state of Israel in 1948 generated
a new and essential factor in the
region’s politics and the Israeli-Arab
conflict quickly evolved into the main
problem for the area’s security and
peace. After the collapse of the Soviet
Union, the NATO alliance understood
that in order to reduce and eliminate
its “legacy”, is very important to
cooperate with Israel and get ready
to collectively defend its interests,
promoting and ensuring a secure
environment. Having said that, it is
obvious that the prospects of a closer
NATO-Israeli cooperation should be
investigated more than ever before.
The purpose of this article is to
present the historical background
of NATO and Israel and to examine
and analyze the potential benefits of
a closer cooperation in the context
of strategic defense, cyber defense
and military technology, which can aid
both parts in managing their common
security concerns and to ensure their
prosperity.

Israel is a state that during its
history, did not enter coalitions. As
an independent state it makes its
own policy over global, strategic,
economic and defense issues.
But it is important to mention that
Israel was the first nation to accept
NATO’s invitation to participate in
the Mediterranean dialogue back
in 1995-a NATO initiative- in order
to promote stability and security for
the people in the region. In fact, this
partnership lightens the NATO’s view
that Europe’s well-being is based on
the security in the Med-region. Israel
is a long-time partner of NATO and
for example we can see this through
the cooperation on counter-terrorism
operations in the Middle East and the
joint military exercises between Israel
and NATO members such as United
States or Greece in the Med-region.
Historically, the dynamics behind
Israeli relations with NATO member
states and of course the Palestinian
conflict are the “stone” that blocks
further cooperation between NATO
and Israel. Going back to 2010 we
come across “NATO’s 2010 Strategic
Concept”, when NATO declared that
it accesses the changing environment
around the globe and it wants to
address all the needs, “safeguard
and secure all the members” and
create partnerships around the world.
Nevertheless, as there exists voices
in the West who want Israel in NATO,
and such also exist in Israel, the
supporters of this “movement” are
not many, especially in the side of the

Tel Aviv. Israel wants its independent
political decisions and the West
does not agree of course with every
decision that Israel makes regardless
their cooperation on many topics.
2. Mutual Security Concerns
between NATO and Israel
Mutual security concerns or
disagreements drive the modern
world. Governments and people are
motivated by them and so the result
is that- through them- every state
or coalition could make alliances or
enemies. A characteristic example is
the relation among NATO states and
the state of Israel. NATO and Israel
fight together against terrorism in the
Middle East and struggle for stability
and democracy in the region. NATO
was created in order to stop the
expansionism of the Soviet Union,
so we can understand the important
role Israel plays for the alliance in
the region because today’s USSR’s
successor has a serious geopolitical
influence and fingerprint in the Middle
East, especially with neighbors of the
state of Israel. On the other hand,
Israel considers as its first security
concern the Palestinian issue, where
Russia plays an important role
since the era of the Soviet Union.
Sometimes, NATO and Israel interests
in the region and over the world can
be common, but this does not mean
that the two entities agree or should
agree in everything. This co-operation
between NATO or member states such
as USA, Greece and Israel can create
a huge variety of initiatives in military
technology, defense, intelligence
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gathering, peace and security and of
course in innovation.
3.Possible Benefits of a Closer
Cooperation
It’s pretty clear that the common
security concerns of NATO and Israel
are the cornerstone of the prospects
of their cooperation and its possible
expansion in various domains.
However, if some problems such as
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are
addressed and even better solved,
then both sides will have much more to
gain beyond security issues. NATO’s
three essential core tasks which are
described in its current Strategic
Concept “Active Engagement, Modern
Defense” are: collective defense,
crisis management and cooperative
security. The Strategic Concept also
affirms the ways in which the Alliance
can promote international security
through cooperation. Having said
that, we can identify two domains in
the fields of Strategic Defense, where
there are potential benefits for NATO,
if both parts decide to develop a closer
cooperation in the near future, as far
as it concerns the missile defense and
cyber security.
i. Military
defense:

technology-missile

In recent years, the issue of
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military defense systems has attracted
significant political attention. Military
debates concerning this topic, are
facing a sharp increase both in NATO
and Israel. Iron Dome system which
was one of the most important air
defense systems of Israel, proved to
be of great importance against rockets
targeting Israel territory and had been
seen by the international media as the
most advanced case to test the validity
of missile defense. So, NATO must be
dedicated and examine the case of
Israel and its experience as far as it
concerns the context of this domain,
in order to conduct the appropriate
conclusions for the benefit of the
Alliance, collaborating with Israel.
First of all, we will provide an analysis
of the Israeli ballistic defense system
in order to understand the internal
factors which will help in achieving
a desired objective. Starting with
the strengths of this missile defense
system, it can be noticed that Israel
possesses many intermediate or
short range warheads while with other
sophisticated methods such as the
Patriots batteries, it can respond very
fast to any potential threat. Some other
capacities which play an important
role in the capability of the state of
Israel to defend its territory effectively
against any enemy, include the Arrow
2 and Arrow 3, two multilayered
systems, which are ground based and

give a great advantage. Additionally,
Israel developed another military
system called David’s Sling or the
“Magic Wand”, which can be used on
ground, naval or aerial platforms and
is mainly designed to intercept enemy
planes, tactical ballistic missiles,
drones and rockets. Another strength
of its ballistic defense system is an
active electronically scanned array
radar called Green Pine which is able
to search for more than 30 targets of
a maximum range of 500 kilometers
at speeds over 3000m/s. This system
is so technologically advanced that it
can distinguish the true targets and
guide the missiles to within 4 meters
of them. Moreover, NATO has to know
perfectly well that there are different
types of threats. Another important
lesson from Israel’s case is that threats
which drive other actors to apply
military policies are not alike. The
difference between NATO and Israel
is that NATO looks the dangers of a
ballistic attack in the long run, whereas
Israel faces them as an immediate
existential danger. Even though NATO
has clearly identified the Middle East
as a region where possible missiles
could hit any of its territories, however
the Alliance has not yet developed
the proper and specific declarations
on this subject. In Israel for example,
despite the intensive air campaign
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of the IDF (Israeli Defense Forces),
Hezbollah and Hamas managed to
launch missiles and hit cities in the
northern part of the country, having a
huge political impact. This proves how
much necessary is for both of them to
cooperate in this field. Moreover, both
parts can also talk about the financial
issues which are related to this issue.
Unfortunately, these years many
NATO member countries count on the
US effort, as the ultimate provider of
missile defense systems in the world,
in missile defense technology. Only
few European countries which are
allies of the organization, possess
the abilities to operate and run such
systems, and most of them rely on
the American industry preserve. As
a consequence, European member
states of the Alliance are more than
concerned about the expenses of the
systems and their future costs. As
an economic crisis is still generating
turmoil in many political systems in
Europe, any argument which will aid
to cut any additional expenditures is
worth considering. In order to face
this problem NATO has to convince its
member states to obtain the necessary
means for an effective missile defense
system and also cooperate with Israel
which can educate the European
countries in such systems, reminding
them that the missile threat is an
immediate concern not only to NATO
but also to their national security.
ii.

Cyber Security:

Cyber defense is part of NATO’S
core task of collective defense as
implemented in its Strategic Concept
in 2010 and it has been affirmed
that international law applies in
cyberspace. It’s very crucial for NATO
and its allies to be prepared to defend
its networks and operations against

any threats that may harm the safety
of the organization’s assets. Having
said that, we will first describe Israel’s
key national structures, frameworks
and policies concerning cybersecurity
and provide an overview of its
priorities and partnerships. To begin
with, Israel the last couple of years
has put a tremendous effort in order
to bring together different civilian
cybersecurity agencies and making
them one single entity, the National
Cyber Directorate (INCD). The INCD
consists of the National Cyber Security
Authority (NCSA) which is oriented
towards the operation domain and
the Israel National Cyber Bureau
(INCB) which concerns Israel’s
policies on the issue. Its purpose is to
coordinate and organize the civilian
cybersecurity landscape. Moreover,
the Israel Defense Forces (IDF),
assists the NCSA with the offensive
tasks (Unit 8200) and the C4I
Directorate which is responsible for
the defensive measures. In addition,
Israel’s National Cyber Bureau (INCB)
has introduced a new national cyber
policy based on five facets. These
are the implementation of a mediumrun five-year plan, the setting up of a
super computer center, the inclusion
of investment in R&D, encouraging
industry to develop new technologies
and boosting studies in cybernetics.
It is obvious that Israel, is one of the
leading countries in cyber security
expertise. As far as it concerns its
cyberdefense
partnerships, it has
made a significant progress. As a
critical matter for its survival, Israel
has approached cyber security and
evolved in this domain by investing in
the private sector and the academia.
At the moment there are approximately
360 cyber securities in the country
receiving in 2018, 16 percent of the
world’s total investments in cyber

security. In order to bring closer the
private and the public sector, Israel
created various platforms which allow
a strong cooperation and diffusion
of expertise across them. Some
examples of such platforms is a
platform between Tel Aviv University
(Yuval Ne’eman workshop) and the
Blavatnik Interdisciplinary Cyber
Research Center (inaugurated in
2014), together with the INCB. Also
there is an innovative cyber system
called CyberSpark which attracted
the military (IDF) and government
(CERT-IL) and companies from
the private sector (Oracle, PayPal,
Dell, Deutsche Telekom), which
constitutes one of the most optimistic
and visible project for cooperation
between the public and private sector.
Furthermore, the state of Israel has
focused on the educational and
training domain as well. Two after
school cyber programs which aim at
making Young Israelis more interested
towards the cyber security space are
for example the “Magshimim and
Nitzanei Magshimim”. The success
of these programs was depicted in
the 75 per cent of the students which
later on managed to work in the
IDF’s cyber and intelligence units.
In the international stage, Israel
cooperates with the USA (NSA) very
closely and both parts have signed
a common cyberdefense declaration
which connects them under real life
operation conditions. Moreover, it
seems that cyber security policies
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face potential threats that are highly
related to countries with similar social
and political characteristics, values
and interests. Most NATO members
are also European Union members
and share common values and ways
of life. This makes it imperative for
NATO to draw on the significant and
long-standing experience of Israel
in these matters, and to invest in
programs which will aid in a closer
public-private sector cooperation for
each of its members and educational
development in the fields of cyber
security for the next generations.
Having said that, a cooperation in the
fields of cyber security would benefit
both parts (NATO members and Israel)
in a world which is rapidly changing
and may pose various dangers for
their safety and prosperity.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the timeless
attitude of Israel to be independent
over the world and not proceed
into coalitions or partnerships is
well known. The future of NATO-

ISRAELI co-operation depends on
Israel’s willingness to compromise
its interests with the Palestinians.
The West already considers Israel
as a trustworthy ally, but it wants to
see progress in the Palestinian issue
that has been a “thorn” for so many
years. Despite, some voices in the
crowd and people who are skeptical
about this cooperation, Israel could
gain huge benefits by a closer NATO
relationship. Israel is a “lonely state” in
the Middle East and faces on a daily
basis terrorist threats and attacks
by conventional and unconventional
means. Many NATO member states
conduct anti-terrorism operations
or peacekeeping operations in the
Middle East and Israel could benefit
from this. Especially concerning the
missile defense systems, as the
missile threats particularly to NATO
allies -Israel included- continue to
face a sharp increase the recent
years, a potential closer cooperation
seems the right path for both parts
to follow. Last but not least, in the
cybersecurity domain, we really think

that if NATO change and develop
its own approach about what will be
available, if it decides to cooperate
with Israel, that will unlock its ability
to truly excel in security. What would it
look like if abundance were the reality
and not resource constraint?”

Alexandros TOURNAS
CIV (GRC)
Intern
NRDC-GR/G2

Venetis - Tilemachos PSOMIADIS
CIV (GRC)
Intern
NRDC-GR/G2
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Conferences - Training Events

“PEGASOS 2021” SEMINAR

On the 24

and 25th of June
2021, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece (NRDC-GR) conducted the
“PEGASOS” 2021 Seminar. This year
the event; organized by G3AIR and
supported by FIRES&TARGETING
and AOCC was focused on Air –
Land Integration in a Multi Corps
Land Component Command (MC
LCC) Major Joint Operation plus
[MJO(+)]. Through the presentations
and the discussion on the topics that
took place, the participants had the
opportunity to explore the level of
coordination required between MC
LCC and JFAC in a MJO(+).
th

The venue had external participants, remotely or with physical presence by
LANDCOM, ARRC, Eurocorps, NRDC-ESP, RRC-FR, CAOC TJ, CAOC UE,
DACC and 19 US BCD.

“SIKINOS 2021” SEMINAR

On the 28

and 29th of June
2021 NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece (NRDC-GR) conducted the
“SIKINOS-21” Seminar. This 2-day
seminar was focused on Imagery
Intelligence (IMINT) in Multi Corps
Land Component Command (MC
LCC) Operations with participation
of distinguished briefers from NATO
entities, US V Corps, Academia
and private companies. The aim
of “SIKINOS-21” was to share the
knowledge and lessons identified
in Space and UAVs Intelligence
Surveillance Reconnaissance (ISR)
exploitation for MC LCC Ops between
participants within NATO Intel
community.
th

The
venue
had
external
participants, remotely or with physical

presence from SHAPE, LANDCOM, MARCOM, Eurocorps, RRC-FR, NRDCITA, NRDC-TUR, NRDC-ESP, MND-SE, MND-NE, US V Corps, NATO Space
Centre, NAGSF, NFIU BGR, NFIU ROU, NFIU EST, NFIU HUN, International
Hellenic University and distinguished private companies.
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“MACHAON” SEMINAR

On the 30

of June and 1st of
July 2021, NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps
–
Greece
(NRDC-GR)
conducted the “MACHAON” Seminar.
This 2-day seminar was focused
on Medical Support Operations,
Military Medical Ethics and Pandemic
Management with participation of
distinguished briefers from King’s
College London, Hellenic National
Defence General Staff and NATO
entities. The aim of “MACHAON” was
to broaden the knowledge, share best
practices and enhance capabilities
regarding the critical challenges that
Medical Advisors need to address.
th

The venue had external participants, remotely or with physical presence,
coming from the Hellenic Air Force General Staff, JFC Brunssum, LANDCOM,
AIRCOM, ARRC, NRDC-ITA, MNC-NE, NFIU HUN, NFIU ROU and Hellenic
Military Hospitals.

EXERCISE STEADFAST LEDA 2021
BATTLE STAFF TRAINING II

From

Monday the 20th till
Friday the 24th September 2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece
(NRDC-GR)
conducted
“GORDIAN BONUS II”, as a preface/
BST for Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA
2021”(STLE21).
STLE 21 is the main training event
for NRDC-GR (and also for other
HQs) in 2021 and as we get closer
to its final phase, we increase our
tempo and make final adjustments
and improvements!
“Warm up the engines”!!!
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COMPREHENSIVE
OPERATIONAL PLANNING COURSE

From the 12

till the 23rd of
July 2021, NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) hosted
a NATO School Oberammergau
Mobile Education Training Team
(NSO METT) that conducted a
Comprehensive Operational Planning
Course (COPC) at its premises.
th

COPC is one of the most
demanding but also crucial courses
since its aim is to make the
trainees capable for planning at the
Operational level and in accordance
with the latest NATO documentation.
This capability is very important for
NRDC-GR at this period due to its
role as Multi-Corps Land Component
Command (MC LCC); the “link”
between Tactical and Operational
levels.
47
Officers
attended
and
successfully graduated the course;
not only from NRDC-GR but also from
Multinational Corps Northeast (MNC
NE), NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Italy (NRDC-ITA) and the Hellenic
Supreme Joint War College.
On Friday the 23rd, NRDC-GR
Commander, Lieutenant General
(GRC A) Anastasios SPANOS fair
welled the METT Senior Mentor, Major
General (ESP A, ret.) Jaime INIGUEZ
ANDRADE;
whose
presence
was essential for the success of
the course as the students had a
unique opportunity to understand a
Commander’s perspective.
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CRISIS ACTION TEAM TRAINING

Οn the 4

and 5th of October
2021, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece (NRDC-GR) organized
and conducted a Crisis Action Team
(CAT) training
th

The training intended to enhance
the operational effectiveness of the
engaged personnel in procedures in
case of a crisis that requires immediate
reaction on behalf of the HQ. Key
Staff members that participated had
the opportunity to develop Courses of
Action, propose and formulate plans
and develop relative orders according
to the respective scenarios.

“IKAROS II/2021” SEMINAR

On the 6

and 7th of October
2021, NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
– Greece/Air Operations Coordination
Centre (NRDC-GR/AOCC) organized
and conducted the “IKAROS II/21”
Seminar.
th

The aim of the seminar was to
familiarize and update NRDC-GR
Staff on matters related to the air
domain, to analyze selected Joint Air
Force Component (JFAC) tasks and
procedures, promoting the Air Land
Integration (ALI), in the context of
NATO Multi-Corps Land Component
Command (MC-LCC) role of the HQ.
The seminar focused on the close
cooperation and coordination with
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NRDC-GR Fires and Targeting, G3 Air, G3 and G2 Branches in regard of the
upcoming Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021” (STLE 21), the main training
venue for the HQ during 2021. Moreover, during the seminar a training on
Integrated Command and Control (ICC) took place, focusing on ICC planers
role.

Conferences - Training Events

INTERNSHIP INDUCTION TRAINING II/2021

On October the 8

2021, NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps – Greece
(NRDC-GR), conducted the 2021/
II Internship Induction Training at its
premises. The Chief of Staff MGEN
(GRC A) Konstantinos GOUNARIS,
welcomed the new members of
the NRDC-GR Internship Program
(NIP) and wished them a fruitful and
educational experience, hoping they
will bring fresh and out of the box
ideas to the Branches they have
been embedded.
th

Furthermore, they had the
opportunity to participate in the
Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”
one of the most demanding training
activities in recent years, in which
NRDC-GR operated as a Multi –
Corps Land Component Command
(MC LCC) HQ.

CROSS CUTTING TOPICS TRAINING

On November the 9

2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) organized and
conducted an internal Staff training,
related to the Cross Cutting Topics
(CCT) of
‘’Children and Armed
Conflict’’ and ‘’Protection of Civilians’’.
th

The aim of the training was to
raise the awareness of NRDC-GR
Staff members, before the execution
of exercise “STEDFAST LEDA
2021”(STLE 21) with issues that fall
out of the military responsibilities but
may affect the success of a mission.
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17TH PLENARY CONFERENCE

n
October
the
14
O
2021, Hellenic National Defence

th

General Staff (HNDGS) organized
and conducted the 17th Plenary
Conference
of
NATO
Rapid
Deployable Corps - Greece (NRDCGR) at the Headquarters premises.
The
participating
Nations
representatives during the Plenary
confirmed their commitment to
NRDC-GR, while they reached a
consensus on the following subjects:
•
Acceptance of the Republic
of North Macedonia as participating
Nation,
•
Augmentation of the USA
representation,
•

Revision of the HQ structure,

•
Bidding
positions.

of

multinational
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During the Conference, it confirmed once again that NRDC-GR is a high
value asset for the SE flank of NATO, especially this period (2021-2023) that
has assumed the Multi Corps Land Component Command (MC LCC) role and
that it is a capable and adaptable organization whose strength is based on the
Alliance’s common values, the synergy and the team spirit of its members.

Conferences - Training Events

EXERCISE STEADFAST LEDA 2021
BATTLE STAFF TRAINING III

From Monday the 1

till Friday
the 5 November 2021, NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps Greece (NRDCGR) conducted “GORDIAN BONUS
III”, as a preface/BST for Exercise
“STEADFAST LEDA 2021”(STLE21).
st

th

In this final pre-exercise event,
a group of Staff Officers from the
Allied Land Command (LANDCOM)
participated as Deployable Land
Element (DLE), Liaisons from Allied
Rapid Reaction Corps (ARRC),
Joint Forces Training Centre (JFTC),
NATO Alliance Ground Surveillance
Force (NAGSF), NRDC-ESP, US
V Corps, the Senior Mentor for this
event, Lieutenant General (Retired)
Sandy STORRIE and a number of
contractors.
During the same period, there was
a visit by the ARRC Chief Joint Fires
& Influence Branch (JFIB), Brigadier
General (GBR A) Matt BIRCH
accompanied by a small delegation,
in order to enhance the coordination
of the two HQs.
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20TH NRDC-GR SENIOR RESOURCES COMMITTEE

On December the 8

2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps –
Greece (NRDC-GR) organized and
successfully conducted its own 20th
Senior Resources Committee (SRC)
meeting. The event conducted at
the premises of the HQ, where
representatives from the participating
Nations and also from the Republic
of North Macedonia (as non-voting
member) participated.
th

The purpose of the SRC meeting,
which is held on an annual rotation
basis, is to provide to the HQ
the opportunity to present to the
participant Nations, the budget for
the next year and thus to get their
funding approval for the support of
the upcoming activities. Additionally,
to present the budget planning for the
following five years (Medium Term
Financial Plan).
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US NATIONAL DAY & USA JOINING CEREMONY

On July 2 , 2021 NATO Rapid
nd

Deployable Corps – Greece (NRDCGR) Commander Lieutenant General
Anastasios SPANOS welcomed to
the premises of the Headquarters the
Consul General of the United States
of America Mrs Elizabeth K. Lee on
the occasion of the official ceremony
conducted for the USA joining to the
HQ and the celebration of the US
National Day.
The USA Contingent has joined
NRDC-GR as a NATO ally since
September 30th, 2020, completing a
road map that started with the 11th
NRDC-GR Plenary in 2015.
NRDC-GR COM Lt General
SPANOS expressed his pleasure
for celebrating together the 225th
anniversary of US independence,
whereas he thanked the US General
Consul for honoring the event with her
presence.
Mrs Lee highlighted the importance
of the US Independence Day and
expressed her sincere gratitude to the
Greek, American and allied personnel
of the HQ for their determination
to integrate their capabilities and
enhance the performance of the HQ.
Mrs Lee stressed that NRDC-GR
robust presence demonstrates how
the Alliance is strengthening global
security by reaffirming its commitment
to the promotion of peace and stability
in the region.
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FRENCH NATIONAL DAY

On July 16 , 2021 NATO Rapid
th

Deployable Corps Greece (NRDCGR) held an official ceremony at its
premises for the celebration of the
French National Day.
NRDC-GR Commander Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS
welcomed the Director of the “École
Française
de
Thessalonique”,
Ms. Caroline GEOFFRAY who
represented the French authorities at
the event. The Commander expressed
his pleasure for celebrating together
the Bastille Day, he highlighted the
strong links between Greece and
France and the importance of the
French Revolution for the modern
Democracies; whereas he thanked
the distinguished guest for honoring
the event with her presence.
Senior National Representative
at NRDC-GR, Lieutenant Colonel
Sylvain
CUCHE,
thanked
the
Commander for his appreciation to
the French contribution to NRDCGR. At his address he referred to the
meaning of both the French National
Day and the National Flag. The C’
Corps Military Band played not only
the French National Anthem but also
the “Marche de la Garde consulaire à
Marengo”.
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ITALIAN AMBASSADOR TO GREECE VISIT

On Friday the 15

of October
2021, Ms. Patrizia FALCINELLI
the Ambassador of Italy to Greece,
accompanied by the Italian Military
Attaché and a small delegation, visited
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps –
Greece (NRDC-GR) Headquarters in
Thessaloniki.
th

The distinguished visitor had
an office call by the NRDC-GR
Commander Lieutenant General
Anastasios SPANOS at the Hellenic
C’ Army Corps historical building.
Afterwards she visited the premises of
NRDC-GR where she received a brief
on the structure, mission and training
activities of the HQ. The Ambassador
stressed the commitment of Italy to
NRDC-GR; proved by the fact that
Italy is the biggest participating Nation
of the HQ and highlighted the strong
bonds between Italy and Greece.
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CHIEF OF HELLENIC NATIONAL DEFENCE
GENERAL STAFF VISIT

On the 15

of October 2021,
Chief of Hellenic National Defence
General Staff, General (GRC A)
konstantinos FLOROS, visited NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps - Greece
(NRDC-GR).
th

During his visit he received a
brief on the structure, mission and
training activities of the HQ, after
which he congratulated the personnel
for their hard work and stressed the
importance of cooperation among
NATO members.
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TURKISH REPUBLIC DAY

On

October the 22nd 2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece (NRDC-GR) held an official
ceremony at its premises for the
celebration of the Turkish Republic
Day (Cumhuriyet Bayrami).
NRDC-GR Commander Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS
welcomed the Consul General of
the Turkish Consulate General in
Thessaloniki, Mr. Efe CEYLAN who
represented the Republic of Turkey at
the event. The Commander expressed
his pleasure for celebrating together
the Republic Day and thanked the
distinguished guest for honoring the
event with his presence. Mr. CEYLAN
thanked the Commander for providing
the opportunity of the celebration,
highlighted that Turkey is a staunch
supporter of a genuine Alliance
solidarity and fair burden sharing and
stated that there has never been a
better social organization, a better
political system and State structure for
the Turkish People than the Republic.
The Turkish Senior National
Representative at NRDC-GR, Major
Serkan BIRLIK, referred to the
meaning of the day; the creation of a
modern, contemporary, secular and
democratic nation state and also to
the Turkish support to the extensive
spectrum of NATO operations since
1952 when Turkey joined the Alliance.
The C’ Corps Military Band played not
only the Greek and Turkish National
Anthems but also the “Kemal Atatürk
Marşı”.
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ITALIAN NATIONAL UNITY
& ARMED FORCES DAY

On

November the 8th 2021,
NATO Rapid Deployable Corps
Greece (NRDC-GR) held an official
ceremony at its premises for the
celebration of the Italian National
Unity and Armed Forces Day.
NRDC-GR
Commander
Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS welcomed the General
Secretary of the Hellenic Italian
Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Marco
DELLA PUPPA who represented the
Republic of Italy at the event. The
Commander expressed his pleasure
for celebrating together the National
Unity and Armed Forces Day and
thanked the distinguished guest for
honoring the event with his presence.
He also highlighted the importance
of tradition and honoring the fallen
soldiers of the past. Mr. DELLA PUPPA
thanked the Commander for providing
the opportunity of the celebration.
The Italian Senior National
Representative
at
NRDCGR, Brigadier General Manilio
SCOPIGNO, referred to the meaning
of the day; honoring the Italian
Soldiers who sacrificed their lives for
the Independence and Freedom. He
also stressed the 100 years of the
Commemoration of the Unknown
Soldier in the “Altare Della Patria”
(Altar of the Fatherland) in Rome.
The C’ Corps Military Band played not
only the Greek and Italian National
Anthems but also the “Dimonios”;
anthem of the “SASSARI” Mechanized
Brigade .
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POLISH INDEPENDENCE DAY

On

November
the
12th
2021, NATO Rapid
Deployable
Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) held an
official ceremony at its premises
for the celebration of the Polish
Independence Day.
NRDC-GR
Commander
Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS was absent due to national
obligation. Deputy Commander Major
General (BGR A) Ivan ORTOMAROV
welcomed the Ambassador of the
Republic of Poland in Greece, Mr. Artur
LOMPART, who was accompanied by
the General Consul of the Republic
of Poland in Greece, Mr. Slawomir
PYL and the Military Attaché, Colonel
(POL A) Jan KURDZIALEK. The
Deputy Commander congratulated
the Polish representatives for the
occasion, wished them all the best
and thanked the distinguished guests
for honoring the event with their
presence. The Ambassador thanked
the Commander for having the
opportunity to celebrate in NRDC-GR
HQ and also expressed his gratitude
to all the military personnel for their
service, since this allows civilians to
live in peace.
The Polish Senior National
Representative
at
NRDC-GR,
Lieutenant Colonel (POL A) Piotr
BARAN, referred to the meaning of the
day; the 103rd anniversary of Polish
Independence and the merit of the
great Marshal Jozef PIUSLSUDSKI
the “father” of the Second Polish

Republic.. He also stressed that
freedom must not be taken as
granted and continuous awareness,
responsibility and strive are needed..
The C’ Corps Military Band played not
only the Greek and Polish National
Anthems but also the “First Brigade”;
a Polish Military March.
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ALBANIAN INDEPENDENCE/FLAG DAY

On November
2021, NATO Rapid

the
19th
Deployable
Corps Greece (NRDC-GR) held an
official ceremony at its premises
for the celebration of the Albanian
Independence/Flag Day.
NRDC-GR Commander Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS
welcomed the Consul General of the
Albanian Consulate in Thessaloniki,
Mr. Arqile SOTA who represented
the Albanian authorities at the event.
The Commander expressed his
pleasure for celebrating together
the Independence Day and thanked
the distinguished guest for honoring
the event with his presence. He
also highlighted the importance of
tradition and honoring those who
defend their Homelands. Mr. SOTA
thanked the Commander for providing
the opportunity of the celebration,
referred to the contribution of Albania
in the activities of the Alliance and
declared that Albania is proud to be a
NATO member.
The Albanian Senior National
Representative
at
NRDC-GR,
Lieutenant Colonel Ilir ZENELI,
referred to the meaning of the day;
the Albanian independence and the
raise of the Flag in Vlora on the 28th
of November 1912; the same flag (the
twin head eagle), raised on the same
day (28th of November) that Gjergj
KASTRIOT SKENDERBEU raised
his flag in Kruja in 1443. The C’ Corps
Military Band played the Greek and
Albanian National Anthems.
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NRDC-GR MEDALS AWARD

On

Wednesday the 17th
of November 2021, NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps – Greece (NRDCGR) Staff Officers were awarded
with Medals of the Hellenic Republic
for their exceptional service and
performance. NRDC-GR Commander
Lieutenant
General
Anastasios
SPANOS awarded the medals to the
recipients during a short ceremony
that took place at the HQ premises.

LANDCOM DEPUTY COMMANDER VISIT

From the 23

till the 25th of
November 2021, Deputy Commander
of Allied Land Command (LANDCOM)
Lieutenant General (GBR) Richard
CRIPWELL, visited the Assiros area,
where NATO Rapid Deployable
Corps- Greece (NRDC-GR) was
deployed for the final phase of the
Exercise “STEADAFAST LEDA 2021”
(STLE 21).
rd

The distinguished visitor had
multiple interactions with NRDC –
GR Commander Lieutenant General
Anastasios SPANOS and the rest
of the Command Group , where
they had the opportunity to discuss
about issues of common interest
and especially the Multi-Corps Land
Component Command (MC LCC)
concept.
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COMMANDER JFTC VISIT

From the 24

till the 26th of
November 2021, Commander of Joint
Force Training Centre (JFTC), Major
General Norbert WAGNER (DEU),
who is also “STEADFAST LEDA 2021”
(STLE 21) Exercise Director (EXDIR),
visited the Assiros area, where NATO
Rapid Deployable Corps- Greece
(NRDC-GR) was deployed for the
final phase of the Exercise “STLE 21”.
th

The distinguished visitor had
multiple interactions with NRDCGR Commander Lieutenant General
Anastasios SPANOS and the rest
of the Command Group, where they
had the opportunity to discuss with all

the leaders of the branches, about issues of the Multi-Corps Land Component
Command (MC LCC) concept.

LIGHTING CHRISTMAS TREE CEREMONY

On

10th of December 2021,
the Commander of NATO Rapid
Deployable Corps – Greece (NRDCGR) Lieutenant General (GRC A)
Anastasios SPANOS made the
lighting of the Christmas tree of the
HQ. The event conducted in front of
the historical building of the Hellenic
C’ Corps, where NRDC-GR HQ
Staff members and their families
participated.
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Dear reader,
What a year it has been! Yes, 2021 was not as “unique”
as 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic emerged and
changed dramatically our lives, but restrictions are still here
and the fight against the virus is ongoing, but 2021 had
something we missed a lot during 2020; action!
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Exercise “STEADFAST LEDA 2021” was the main
event for NRDC-GR (and not only for us!) and we believe it
was a huge success. You will not read anything more about
it from me, our Commander’s words and the article about
the STLE21 are enlightening enough.
But we are not the only ones seeing action; our Affiliated
Formations had also a very productive and intensive year
as you can see in their articles. And speaking of Affiliated
Formations, we welcome in the “NRDC-GR family”, the
Spanish Brigade X “Guzman El Bueno”, replacing Brigade
XVI “CANARIAS” whose personnel we would like to thank
for the exceptional relationship we had all these years.
In this issue, we also host two articles by Professors
of the International Hellenic University (IHU), one of
Thessaloniki’s Universities and the latest that we signed
a Memorandum of Cooperation with. The aim of the MoC
is to establish mutually beneficial synergies between
NRDC-GR and the IHU as well as to create a link between
research and training with society. We already look forward
the next ones!
So, enjoy all the interesting articles we host in this issue
and allow us, the NRDC-GR HERALD team to acknowledge
the writers’ contribution. It is so valuable and strengthens
our goal to inform NRDC-GR Staff, NATO community and
the Public about our latest developments and more. Please,
bear in mind that the views expressed in the articles are
those of the contributing writers and do not represent the
official opinion of NRDC-GR or NATO.
Be safe, have a happy full of health and luck 2022 and
see you in the next one!
Very respectfully,
Public Affairs Office
NRDC-GR

ON THE COVER
Greek soldier with military K-9 of the NRDC-GR affiliated
71st Airmobile Brigade.
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